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From the editor
María del Pilar Alcolea Pina from the
University of Murcia in Spain presents
the results of her research that focused on
planning Continuing Professional Development in Spanish secondary schools.
Laila Niklasson from Mälardalen
University in Sweden explores the
changing role of school leaders in Initial
Teacher Training in Sweden. She refers
to some recent educational changes in
ITT concepts and organization.
Joanna
Miecznik-Warda
from
Janusz Korczak Pedagogical University
in Poland raises the issue of the use of
knowledge from the field of neurodidactics to support learning processes in
schools and raise school effectiveness.
The ending paper by Yan Lu, who
represents the University of Latvia and
Beijing Foreign Studies University in
China, is an example of a critical analysis
of the curriculum development process
from a social contextual perspective.

Dear Readers
This issue of the Contemporary Educational Leadership journal includes a set
of papers from six different countries
presenting diverse issues important for
the development of educational leadership in the complex and rapidly changing
educational contexts.
The first paper, written by Mike Bottery from University of Hull in UK, is an
interesting discussion of the most challenging threats that school leaders have
to face in the contemporary context. It
describes eight important problems and
tries to argue how they should be dealt
with in order to secure the sustainability
of leadership.
Asimina Papazoglou and Manolis
Koutouzis from Hellenic Open University in Greece present a study on the leadership styles of heads of Greek schools
transforming their organizations into
learning cultures. The focus of the paper
is to suggest which style of leadership is
desirable from the perspective of a changing school culture.

The diverse backgrounds of the authors and the diverse issues that they raise
let us believe that the readers will find this
issue of CEL interesting and stimulating
for new ideas.

Roman Dorczak
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Eight Threats to a Principal’s Sustainability –
– and What to Do about Them
Mike Bottery
University of Hull, England

Abstract

taught in Poland, I have wide experience
of researching in both Western and Eastern cultures, and am particularly interested in the connections between global
policies and Principals’ experiences in
a variety of countries. Over a decade of
research has led to the development of
a research tool – Portrait Methodology –
which I and colleagues have used to investigate the challenges in Europe and the
Far East which school principals experience. The results (Bottery, 2016, Bottery,
Wong & Ngai, 2017) suggest some global
similarities, but some strong cultural differences, and marked individual ways by
principals of dealing with the challenges
of the role.
The argument of this paper follows
from this research and suggests that there
are a number of threats to leaders’ sustainability, but that they affect different
people in different ways. It also suggest
that there are very few if any simple solu-

School principal’s experiences in contemporary educational contexts are more
and more complex and difficult to deal
with. Looking from long-term perspective of well-being of school leaders and
sustainability of their functioning in professional role, some major threats have
to be pointed out. Paper presents eight of
them showing how they can affect sustainability of school leadership and suggesting how to deal with them.
Keywords: school leadership, principal’s
sustainability, threats of the leadership
role
Introduction
This paper aims to throw light by means
of international comparisons on Polish
principals’ experiences. Whilst I have not
7
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tions, and the best ways of dealing with
them are probably by a better recognition of the contexts and the personalities
through which leadership is practiced,
through re-framing the leadership role
for such turbulent and complex times;
and probably most importantly, by educating others beyond education to these
understandings.
Leadership Sustainability
Threats to it

and

long in the post; and by the number of
those retiring early. These, however, are
only symptoms, and we need to treat the
causes of these symptoms if we are going
to achieve anything like long-term sustainability.
In a recent book (Bottery, Ngai &
Wong, 2017) my colleagues and I suggest that there are at least eight different
threats to such sustainability. These are:
Threat 1: Damaged Relationships between
Governments and Educators
Threat 2: Differences in Perceptions of
the Purposes of the Role
Threat 3: Increased Accountability and
Surveillance of their Role
Threat 4: The Increasing Complexity of
the Role
Threat 5: The Growth of Guilt and Blame
Cultures
Threat 6: Overwork whilst in the Role
Threat 7: Lack of Preparation for the Role
Threat 8: The Increased Use of Power
rather than Persuasion to Effect
Changes
Threats 6 and 7 are the threats most
often described in academic literature –
which is largely Anglo-US in nature, even
if similar results are now being found elsewhere. Our research suggests that these
threats differ in their importance between
country, context and individual, and that
therefore one needs to be very careful in
assuming that these threats will have the
same effect on different individuals.
Part of this caution stems from the
different value positions that individuals
take. We have found that those who value
a strong and inclusive welfare state are
generally going to feel more stressed – and
therefore less sustainable – if a neo-liberal market-oriented government comes

the

I have written at length elsewhere on the
meaning – and meanings – of sustainability (Bottery, 2016), and I don’t want to
dwell long on the topic, but a couple of
points need raising. First, it is a prescriptive term: it advocates a position, and
people discussing the topic need to be
aware of what other people are advocating when they use the term. With respect
to the sustainability of educational leadership, my view is that it needs to focus
on long-term visions of the well-being
of all those involved in the educational
enterprise, and not be so fixated upon
short-term visions of achieving better results; that it involves moving from simple
understandings of change, to ones based
upon a better understanding of a turbulent and complex reality; and that to sustain educational leadership, we need to
re-think the way in which the leadership
role is approached. This paper will then
attempt to justify such assertions.
A second preliminary point is that
a decline in leadership sustainability is
normally measured in the literature by
a decline in the number of those applying to take on a principal’s position; by
the number of those who do not remain
8
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to power in a society formerly committed to welfare state values, than would an
individual who enthusiastically embraced
these newer politics. Similarly, different personalities will react differently to
stresses: UK headteacher who want to
keep their heads down and not be noticed,
tend to be more easily stressed than others
who are happy to publicly challenge the
nature of legislation. Finally, the nature
of the demands may affect people differently: whilst some principals find a ‘normal’ week a very demanding challenge,
we interviewed one Hong Kong principal
who was thriving on working 14 hours
a day because he enjoyed the challenge
of keeping his school open.
Generalisations then can be dangerous,
and particularly if issues of sustainability
differ in different cultures: our research
consistently showed that English headteacher believed they faced a much more
‘aggressive’ accountability and inspection
than did their Hong Kong counterparts.
Yet there was very little difference between these sets of leaders when it came
to workload, as both generally felt that
sustainability was threatened by the constant demands on workload. And in terms
of European educational systems, with
their different histories, politics and cultures, one would expect to find that there
are likely to be clear national differences
in the relative strength of the eight threats
above, and perhaps the emergence of other factors not picked up in our research.
The point being made is that whilst global
trends exist, the impact will likely differ
because of different national settings, the
individual leadership approach, and the
local context within which they work.
Bearing these qualifications in mind, it is

Vol. 4, No 1/2017

time to examine in a little more detail the
threats listed above.
Threat 1.
Damage to government/educator relationships
In the process of such growing differences, and in the light of highly cirtical
literature of public sector professionals educators (e.g. Hayek, 1944; Friedman, 1962) it is also unsurprising that
a change in attitude to public servants
by such governments took place, where
educators were seen less as gatekeepers and contributors to the purposes of
students’ education, and, instead viewed
as service providers to educational consumers in a market system. In the process, damage to the relationships between members of these two parties
was a widespread occurrence, as many
educators reacted to such a narrowing
of focus, and governments suggested
that such reaction was symptomatic of
a untrustworthy profession, and acted
accordingly. As one teacher said to me:
‘…It’s profoundly dispiriting to come
home after an exhausting and frustrating day, to know you’ve got another two
or three hours work in front of you after
you’ve finished your tea, to switch on
the television, only to find you’re watching a government minister telling you
how you can’t be trusted, how you’re the
cause of the country’s educational and
social problems, and to find your educational ideals are disparaged and belittled.’
(Bottery, 1998, p. 36).
And when your feel untrusted, your efforts so little recognised, personal sustainability becomes a real problem.
9
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Threat 2.
Differences in purposes between educators and their governments

Threat 3.
Increased accountability and surveillance
If educator/government relationships
were damaged by the perceived differences in the purposes of education, one
outcome was a loss of trust between the
two parties. And when one party’s trust
declines, they are much more likely to
watch what the other party is doing: and
from this stems a great deal of the increased accountability and surveillance
of educators’ work which is seen internationally. In terms of sustainability, this
seems to have two major impacts: one
is that mentioned by Foucault (1979):
that the more one knows one is being
watched, the more one restricts oneself to
what is wanted by the watcher, and this
inevitably affects many people’s morale
and sustainability. The other is an effect
mentioned by Lauder et al. (1998, p. 51)
when they suggested that such narrowing of focus, such increased accountability and surveillance will very likely
lead to ‘…a trained incapacity to think
openly and critically about problems that
will confront us in ten or twenty years or
time.’ [my emphasis].
Yet again we need to be careful. These
damaging effects are highly possible. In
our own research, we found this to be
very much the case in the UK, where
schools seemed almost frantic in their attempts to protect themselves. They talked
of ‘…All kinds of systems and procedures
that make sure it works, and lots of record
keeping systems, because that is my evidence to OFsted…’ and their focus was
very Foucauldian: ‘ …we can show this to
Ofsted’ always comes up, no matter what
you’re doing…’

Many educators see the purposes of
education as rich and varied, covering
issues like cultural transmission, childcentred interests, social reconstruction
and environmental concerns, as well as
economic and job-related issues. The
advent of the global rise over the last
forty years or so of governments adopting neo-liberal and market-oriented positions has led in many cases to a narrowing of government perspectives on
the purposes of education, and a growing difference of purpose between
many educators and their governments.
In the UK for instance, a former secretary of state for education was not
unusual in suggesting that ‘…Learning
is the key to prosperity… investment in
human capital will be the foundation of
success in the knowledge-based global
economy of the 21st century; Learning
throughout life will build human capital by encouraging the acquisition of
knowledge and skills and emphasising
creativity and imagination; The fostering of an enquiring mind and the love
of learning are essential for our future
success… (Blunkett, 1998). Nor is a US
middle school handbook from 2017
alone in narrowing education to a ‘…
number one priority … [which] is to
help our students gain essential skills
to master all Standardized Assessment
tests.’ Given such economic, job-related and testing foci by governments, it
is not surprising to find growing differences in purpose between governments
and their teaching forces.
10
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Yet such tension was not seen in our
interviews in Hong Kong, where many
echoed the thought that the inspection
bodies ‘… have good intentions, not pick
our faults…’ and that inspections were not
there to catch them out and shame them
(as seemed to be the perception in England), but that inspection ‘… is a good
means for the school to do something after listening to their expertise and ideas…’
International movements in education are
mediated differently by different cultures,
and so produce different levels of threat to
the sustainability of educational leaders
– which is further mediated by local contexts, and individual personalities.

Vol. 4, No 1/2017

causality; it is easy to understand, it
usually has a short time frame, and it
can be very appealing to managers and
leaders pressed to make quick decisions. But what happens if A causes B,
but this then affects X, which affects
O, and then P, Z and S, before affecting
A again. This is complex systems causality, and instead of simple problems
and solutions, ‘…so many variables
are at work in a system that its overall behavior can only be understood
as an emergent consequence of the holistic sum of all the myriad behaviors
embedded within…’ (Levy, 1992, p.
7–8). Problems will then evolve in unexpected, complicated and unpredictable ways, and if we use simple linear
thinking, our framing of a complex
problem, and the solutions we reach,
are almost certainly going to be unsuccessful – which is not going to help an
individual’s leaders sustainability in
such a demanding world…

Threat 4.
The increased complexity of the leadership role
This all sounds very complex, and indeed a fourth very important if neglected
threat is the increasingly complex nature
of the world we live in, and in the similarly increasingly complex nature of the
leadership role, (though as we shall see
shortly, a fifth threat lies in not recognising how complex it is, and behaving as if
it wasn’t). Complexity, I am suggesting,
is something we really need to think carefully about, because it seems to be one
of the most fundamental threats to leadership sustainability we face. Unfortunately, the nature of the complexity we face is
not always easy to understand, but I want
to suggest three different ways of recognising how it impacts on the leader’s role:
i. The need for systemic rather than linear understandings: it is much easier
to think of a world where A causes B,
which causes C. This is simple linear

ii. A greater appreciation of the extent of what we don’t and probably
can’t know. A second understanding
of complexity comes, I have to confess, from one of my least favourite
US politicians of the last 30 years,
Donald Rumsfeld, but sometimes
those you most disagree with, will
say something profoundly true. And
I think Rumsfeld did when he suggested (2002) four categories of human knowledge and ignorance. His
first category was of Known knowns:
things that leaders know they know:
hence they expect and normally experience predictable impacts, and will
feel sustained by their understanding
11
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here. But his second category of Unknown knowns is composed of things
leaders think they know, but are wrong,
and so experience unanticipated and
surprising impacts. These clearly are
much more problematic for a leader’s
sustainability, for now they find themselves making mistakes which are likely to be noticed by significant others.
		 Rumseld’s third category is that of
the Known Unknowns: those things
leaders know that they don’t know:
and so will be surprised and find it
very difficult to know what to do if
one of these occurs, which would
likely be unhelpful to their personal
sustainability. His final category is
that of the Unknown unknowns, the
things that leaders don’t know that
they don’t know, and the effect on
their sustainability is likely to be even
more marked. Indeed, it seems highly
likely that the more we move towards
the ‘unknowns’ the more that we will
be dealing with systemic rather than
linear issues, and therefore that we
will be challenged by the unexpected,
the complicated and the unpredictable: and therefore the more that our
sustainability in an increasingly complex role will be challenged.

definitive, easily understood, and universally agreed formulations; and
there is therefore only one way of solving the problem: if you have the right
key, there is only one way of opening
a lock, and so solutions to tame problems like this only need performing in
a standardized way to achieve resolution. And importantly, as we shall see,
if you fail to open this ‘lock’, it must
be you who is at fault…
For wicked problems, however,
there may have no agreed view of what
the problem is, or what the solution
should be, and so there is unlikely to
be a definitive set of rules from which
to work. Individual contexts then may
affect the nature of a problem and demand much more individual framings
of the solution. And to make the situation even worse, you may not know
if a problem is solved, as you may
only have eliminated its current symptoms, and your attempted solution may
change the nature of the problem (Rittel & Weber, 1973; Bottery, 2016; Bottery, Wong & Ngai, 2017).
Now you will need to be really
lucky to solve a problem with a ‘tame’
solution if the problem is a wicked
one, because:
the problem has no definitive set of
rules;
there are several ways of framing the
problem;
you can’t be sure a problem is actually solved, and
because your solution may only
changes the nature of the problem.
You are then going to need a broader, much messier range of solutions to
solve this problem. And if you contin-

iii. The greater recognition of the importance of ‘wicked’ in contrast to tame’
problems and solutions. A third and
final way of viewing such complexity
takes us, I believe, to the heart of many
issues of sustainability, not just for
leaders, but for the world as a whole.
It suggests that we need to view problems on a spectrum from ‘tame’ to
‘wicked’. Now, tame problems have
12
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ue to treat wicked problems as tame
ones, and if you continue to use tame
solutions instead of wicked ones?
Then you end up with my fifth threat
to leader’s sustainability.

Vol. 4, No 1/2017

the general public, the media, and educational leaders themselves believe in
such a tame world (and there is tremendous political and media pressure to do
so) then if a solution, implemented by
a leader does not succeed, then blame is
likely to be attributed to them, and probably worse, these leaders are likely to feel
personal guilt at such ‘failure’. Accepting
the reality of a tame world, then, is a dangerous road for the sustainability of educational leadership; recognizing and arguing for the stronger reality of a wicked
world, and all that that entails, is going to
be a strong way of combatting the threat
of a guilt and blame culture.

Threat 5.
The growth of guilt and blame cultures
So, in a world where it is accepted
that many problems and solutions are
of a wicked nature, when a problem is
not resolved, the fault can lie in many
places – in the inappropriate framing of
a problem, in the incorrect application
of potential solutions – or in the simple
fact that we may not know what is the
root of the problem, and so are having
to guess (one of Rumsfeld’s ‘known unknowns’). In such a world, with many of
these kinds of problems, it is much less
likely than in a tame one that the fault
will be attributed to the implementers
(unless of course others don’t want to
admit any responsibility, or even want to
denigrate the implementers). The reason
is simple: there are many possible causes and many possible solutions which
require consideration that we need to be
much more careful, much less prone to
blame, much more cautious in what we
think we know, and much less confident
in those who assert that they know what
is wrong, and know how to resolve it.
Single ‘silver bullet’ solutions are seldom going to be effective.
However, in a world where it is believed that the majority of problems and
solutions are of a tame nature, if a solution fails, the fault will normally lie with
the implementer and their framing of
the implementation, and if politicians,

Threat 6.
Overwork whilst in the role
It has already been observed that one person’s excessive workload can be another
person’s ideal number of hours; individuals do differ in their capacities, and so one
needs to be careful in arguing that this –
or indeed any other threat – applies to all.
Having said that, there are so many countries in which overwork is now an issue,
and there are so many statements of this in
the reasons why leaders find their role increasing onerous, that it has to be considered a very serious threat to many leaders’
sustainability. As Young and Szachowicz
(2014, p. 1) said for the situation of educational leaders in the US: ‘Principals have
always had mandates…but never have
there been so many mandates being implemented simultaneously…And doing all
of this while managing previously existing
mandates…can seem overwhelming.’
This doesn’t seem to be a US problem
alone. Our research in England and Hong
13
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Kong replicates much of the international
literature on this over the last thirty years;
this threat to personal sustainability is vocalised again and again. In England, for
instance, headteachers say things like ‘…
We haven’t even got time to think about
the fact that we haven’t got time…’ and
that as a body, headteachers now face ‘
...Countless, countless, countless initiatives…’ In Hong Kong, we have found
principals saying ‘…Even when I’m not
working, you to have to think all of the
time…I can do things very quickly, very
fast, but you see coming at you a lot of
papers, circulars…’ and importantly ‘It’s
a tough job for a head, so no one wants to
take up this position…’
Such overwork stems from a variety
of different sources, many of which can
be traced back to the other threats mentioned: the large amount of time needed
to read, understand and then implement
the volumes of legislation consequent
upon market-oriented government strategies; the greater amount, detail and
frequency of inspections consequent
upon such implementation; the ‘function creep (Starr, 2015) of principals’
work, as more and more of this has to
be done at home and at the weekend; the
problems consequent upon implementing tame policies when wicked ones
are needed; and all the time needed to
counsel, correct, or comfort staff who
are finding that they also are stressed by
such change.

preparation for the role until the end of
the list of potential threats to sustainability. In the case of overwork, it is placed
near the end because one needs to be
aware of the work involved in countering the other threats before one realises
how wide-ranging the causes of overwork are. Whilst the threat to sustainability from an insufficient preparation
for the role would be near the front of
many governments’ minds, this is placed
much later in our list, because whilst
many governments seem very confident
of their agenda when they set up national
colleges of leadership to better prepare
potential and actual leaders, I am left
asking the question: in such turbulent
and complex times, how do you prepare
for such a turbulent role, and for dealing
with such threats. And my first answer is
in the negative: it is not done by framing
the role in terms of solving tame problems, not as one which requires ‘training’ for the role. For by doing this, all
we are likely to do is to exacerbate the
kinds of issues leaders currently face.
I am therefore suggesting that preparing
for the role in such complex times means
reframing the leader role to more clearly
recognise and respond to such complex
challenges.
Reframing the role
I therefore want to suggest that dealing
with leadership sustainability threats requires a reframing of education policy
and practice in at least three different
ways: a reframing of the leadership role;
a reframing of the student’s role; and a reorientation of the stakeholders role. I will
deal with each in turn.

Threat 7.
Insufficient preparation for the role
Some readers may be surprised to find
that I have left overwork and insufficient
14
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certainty as it is about responding
quickly to problems. In a complex
and wicked work, time will normally
be needed to frame problems which
reflect such complexity and wickedity. As the English poet John Keats
said, an essential quality will be one
of ‘negative capability’: of the ability
to remain comfortable with uncertainty, rather than feeling the need to rush
into action when a problem presents
itself. In tame belief systems decisiveness can often be little more than
hasty reaction, where delay and reflection are viewed as indecisiveness.
The ability and opportunity to remain
comfortable with uncertainty are then
going to be essential qualities in nurturing sustainable leadership.

Reframing approaches to the leadership role
It is tempting to try to provide a number
of ‘tips for teachers’ but they inevitably
end up looking like tame solutions to
problems, rather than the kind of overviews required for wicked problems. Better, it seems to me, then, is the advocacy
of approaches to the role which can be
applied in different ways, depending on
who is doing the applying, and into which
context they are being applied. I therefore
want to suggest four approaches which
might better inform the leadership role in
a wicked world.
a. First, leadership challenges are more
about throwing birds than about
throwing stones. This was a phrase
coined by Plsek (2001), and seems
particularly apt to the leadership role,
for when one throws a stone, one normally has an idea of how you want
to throw it, and where it will land.
Many leadership problems, however,
are more like the throwing of a bird,
because there is more than one interested party in such flight, and therefore the direction, the trajectory, and
the final result are likely to be much
less controlled and predictable. Many
problems inherent in policies and
their implementation have this characteristic: they don’t possess a stone’s
trajectory, and therefore the leader’s
role is made more sustainable by the
recognition of such unpredictability
and being prepared for it.

c. Given the above, it should not be surprising to find that a third suggestion
is that the leadership role is as much
about asking right questions as in
providing right answers. This assertion comes from the understanding
that just as there are tame and wicked
problems, so there are also tame and
wicked responses, and it is therefore
crucial to be able to identify what
kind of problem is being dealt with.
Choosing tame rather then wicked
options without proper reflection will
highly likely lead to damaging consequences.
d. The leadership role needs underpinning by more humility than certainty. A finally suggestion here, one
in large part opposing the ‘heroic’
American school of management
literature, is that there is too much

b. It follows from this that the role may
be as much about living with un15
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ers their own. Schein (2013) argues
that educating students into an ethic
of certainty tends to lead individuals
into telling others their ‘truths’, rather
than in listening to others’ ‘truths’.
Educating students into an underpinning ethic of humility would then
more often lead to a greater tolerance of others views; and in a world
of many wicked problems, educating
students into such an ethic opens up
more of the space within which others’ points of view can be viewed, and
differences explored and reconciled.

leadership literature which assumes
the need for the certainty of the individual transformative charismatic
vision, and of such individuals leading others in its implementation. Yet
in a world of the complex and the
wicked, I suggest that the leader’s
(and the policy maker’s) role needs
be framed much more within an understanding of human limitations,
rather than one of certainty. Such
a suggestion has important implications for the student’s education, and
for stakeholders’ roles.

c. Students must understand the inevitability of personal framings of
reality. Underpinning such appreciation must be the recognition that
no human being can appreciate all
the information around them: all human beings, consciously or unconsciously, select particular pieces of
information and values from what
is available to them, and as importantly, others won’t necessarily see
the world in the same way as they
do. They need then to be educated
into empathizing with others through
coming to better see that people understand the world through different
experiences, different values, different framings. Such empathic understanding has profound implications
for future societal problem solving,
toleration and reconciliation.

Developing the education of students
If educational leaders frame their role in
this way, then a crucial part of the role
will be in educating students towards
such understanding.
a. A first way will be through students understanding and reflecting upon the
nature of a wicked reality. One way
of doing this would be through considering the nature of causality, and the
consequences of holding linear rather
than complex and systemic views of
causal reality, and from there, of the
nature of tame as opposed to wicked
understandings, and the consequences
of adopting one rather than the other.
A deeper appreciation of these differences would enable students to better
conceptualize the nature of problems,
and better understand the nature of responses required.

d. Students should then appreciate the
dangers of believing in too much
certainty, predictability and control.
Given the above, part of a student’s
education should be in a greater aware-

b. An accompanying suggestion is then
to enable students to listen to others’ truths as much as telling oth16
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them. If educational leaders need to
embrace an ethic of humility, so do
stakeholders: all must recognize that
their central role cannot be in personally defining the nature of the problem
and charismatically leading others to
its resolution. Instead, they must accept the limits of their understanding,
and ensure that the understandings of
others are brought to bear on a problem. Their role then becomes one
centred on the facilitation of problem
identification and resolution, and in
creating conditions for dealing with
wicked problems. As Datnow and
Park (2009) suggest, co-construction
is going to be the best way of developing adequate responses; as Marion
and Uhl-Bien (2001, p. 394) suggest,
critical to any solution will be in ‘…
creating transformational environments, rather than creating the innovation itself.’

ness of the danger of believing in an
essentially predictable and controllable world. They need to understanding
that there may be things we know that
we know, but that there is much that
we know we don’t know (though others may have useful answers here). At
least as importantly, there is likely to
be a great deal that we don’t know we
don’t know. An embrace of a ‘wicked’
education is then an embrace of humility, empathy, and tolerance, and a rejection of the simplistic and linear, and
the too-quick assignation of blame to
others. This not only helps to frame
a more sustainable role for educational leaders: it also frames a vision for
a more sustainable world.
Re-orienting the stakeholder role
If such understandings are to succeed,
they need to transcend educational institutions, for other powerful stakeholders drive much of a public educational
agendas and its policies. If these stakeholders fail to understand the changes
needed, this will only add to the threats
to a principal’s sustainability, and to the
educational system as a whole. Given
the re-framing so far described, there are
a number of crucial changes needed for
stakeholders’ understandings. Some of
these can be influenced by the work of
educational leaders, but other changes
need creating within a wider institutional
and national culture.
a. Stakeholders need to understand that
dealing with wicked problems requires the creation of the right conditions for dealing with wicked problems, as much as attempting to solve

b. They should recognize that different
strategies are needed in arriving at
responses. If stakeholders bring many
different frames to problem resolution, they also need to recognize that
not all will adopt the frames they do,
and in most cases ‘silver-bullet solutions’ will need replacing by clumsy,
rather messy responses. These clumsy approaches will normally require
a combination of different strategies
for solving wicked problems: from
the hierarchical, to the collaborative,
to the individual, and even to the fatalist response, all of which may be
needed at one time or another (Verweij
and Thompson, 2011). Appreciating
which of these – or which combina17
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tion of these – is the most suitable,
will be another step towards creating
the environment within which problems can be properly addressed.

a better understanding by others of the
need for a more complex and wicked
approach. However, it is also, necessarily, a political one, for leaders
are by the nature of their role largely
‘bricoleurs’ (Grint, 2008): individuals
who must negotiate with other stakeholders to arrive at mutually acceptable definitions of problems and responses. This is messy leadership, as
they must judge when they have sufficient agreement to move to action.
Both stakeholders and leaders are
then more likely to achieve sustainable change by nurturing relationships
than by attempting to exercise power-based or transformational compliance. A ‘bricoleur’ approach will not
be perfect, but it is probably the most
sustainable.

c. Stakeholders must come to understand the limits of what educational
leaders can promise and deliver. Responses then need to be as complex
and wicked as problems are, and in
such a role, leaders should seldom
promise instant, universal, or permanent solutions. As H.L. Mencken
once said, to every complex problem
there exists a solution which is neat
simple – and wrong. Instead, because
wicked circumstances limit any certainty of successful outcomes, stakeholders need to come to understand
the limits of what leaders can promise or deliver, and should therefore
recognize that part of both the stakeholder’s and the leader’s role must be
in educating others as to the limits of
what can be promised. This will mean
an appreciation of an education in the
wicked rather than in the tame, and
an education in the consequences for
leadership sustainability in adopting
one approach rather than the other.
Educational leaders can do so much
here: stakeholders can do much more
to help an understanding of this in the
wider society.

Conclusion – an eighth and final threat
So far, only seven of the eight threats
to leadership sustainability have been
discussed, but given what has just been
discussed, the final eight threat – the
increased use of power rather than
persuasion to effect changes – can now
be commented upon, because it has become apparent that the ability to maintain
some leadership sustainability lies within
an individual leader’s compass, but the
ultimate remediation of a considerable
number of threats ultimately lies beyond
such influence. Thus, damaged relationships between governments and educators require a willingness on both sides
to listen to the other’s point of view, if
such relationships are to be healed, just as
does any reconciliation in the differences
in perceptions of the purposes of the role.

d. Stakeholders – and leaders – need to
understand that the role is as much
inherently political as it is transformative. A leader’s role in their
institution is primarily an educative
one – a leading away from a simplistic and tame framing of problems to
18
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Bridges can be built to help these, as can
the use of dialogue to reflect upon the nature of the increased accountability and
surveillance of their role. Leaders can individually come to better understand the
increasing complexity of the growth of
guilt and blame cultures; and overwork is
also partly remediable through better individual prioritisation of tasks, better organisation of existing work, and enhanced
devolution of responsibility to staff, even
if it is only through research and dialogue
that powerful others will come to appreciate how damaging overwork can be.
And whilst some governments have responded to a lack of preparation for the
role by what some will see as essentially
limited ‘tame’ measures of the scope and
nature of the role, there nevertheless remains room for dialogue here.
However, the final eighth threat remains
a real danger. The increased use of power
rather than persuasion by governments to
effect changes, results in the more powerful side in a dialogue moving to a monologue of power, where decisions are made
with little or no consultation. If consultation is announced, it may then be little
more than token consultation with little
or no intention of listening to the views of
others. And when non-consultative power
is used, then even the most sustainable
leader and organisation can be brought
low very quickly, for radically different
purposes for the role can be declared by
fiat, tame problems and solutions insisted
upon and enforced through surveillance
and increased accountability, and blame
cultures follow from the adoption of tame
policies. In such situations, the existing
purposes upon which sustainability had
been built are very likely to disappear, and
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enforced compliance to very different purposes may well lead to a rapid decline in
leadership sustainability.
So a final addition to the list of ways
of sustaining educational leadership is
now proposed, and it is not an educational one so much as a political one: it
requires the renewed strength of a civic
society such that neither the state nor the
market is dominant, but both are engaged
in a dialogue with vibrant alternative
voices which reflect a much greater diversity and richness of approaches to the
wicked problems which a society faces.
The sustainability of a principal may then
ultimately rest upon the increased use
of dialogue and persuasion within society – which seems a good description
of a properly functioning democracy, at
both institutional and national levels.
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Abstract

educational leadership in these schools,
quite often takes the dimension of “contingent reward” transactional dimension.
Modern age challenges require the combination of educational leader’s transformational leadership style and “contingent
reward” transactional dimension so that
educational institutions can acquire the
ability of continuous evolvement, of being vibrant, competitive and to constitute
organizations which learn lifelong.

Several scholars have highlighted leadership, as one of the most important factors
influencing the development of a learning organization. The aim of this study
is to explore leadership types in Greek
primary schools, based on Bass’s model
(1985), and investigate whether school
principals’ leadership styles have significant impact on the level of their school
operating as a learning organization.
A quantitative survey was conducted in
Athens, Greece. Findings showed that
principals, in Greek primary schools
that operate as learning organizations,
incorporate the transformational leadership style into their leadership profile to
a high degree, despite the bureaucratic
and intensively centralized Greek educational system and the socioeconomic
crisis that this country has been going
through the last six years. In addition,

Keywords: transformational leadership,
transactional leadership, leadership outcomes, learning organization
Introduction
Entering the third millennium marks the
start of a new era, characterized by intense
global competition, rapid development
in technology and information, and the
emergence of a knowledge-based econ21
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omy (Davis & Daley, 2008). The change
in fast pace is now the status quo (Wald
& Castleberry, 2000). Organizations that
are open to continuous learning are more
capable to control and prevent crises but
also to actively adapt to change (Kontoghiorghes, Awbrey & Feurig, 2005).
Research evidence reveals that the
most effective schools operate as organizations that “learn”. Therefore,
educational institutions should establish a system of structures and policies,
which encourages and facilitates continuous and collective learning of all school
members (Fullan, 1993; Silins, Mulford
& Zarins, 2002; Schechter, 2008). However, limited research has focused on the
role of leadership on promoting organizational learning in public organizations
and particularly in schools (Silins & Mulford, 2008). In Greece relevant research
has been carried out only in the area of
commercial shipping (Georganta, 2009).
Therefore, in what ways different educational leadership styles and leadership
outcomes support continuous learning at
all levels, in Greek primary schools and
what percentage of learning organization’s variance is explained by the two
leadership styles?
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uous learning process that is directly linked
to organizational goals, improving continuously their individual performance; thus,
they contribute to enhancing organizational
performance (Dekoulou, 2012; Marquardt,
1996; Nadler & Nadler, 1994; Senge, 1990;
Rowden, 2001).
Watkins and Marsick (1993; 1999)
developed an integrated approach for the
learning organization, known as The Integrative Perspective. They define learning
organization as that organization characterized by continuous learning for continuous development and the ability to
be transformed, involving employees in
a process of jointly conducted and collectively responsible change directed towards
shared values (Watkins & Marsick, 1993,
1996, 2003). According to Watkins and
Marsick’s theoretical framework, a learning organization involves (Fig. 1):
I. Specific features: continuous learning at the system’s level, Knowledge generation and sharing, systemic thinking capacity, greater
participation and accountability by
a larger percentage of employees,
culture and structure of rapid communication and learning.
II. Three levels of learning (individual,
team, and organizational learning).
III. Four systemic levels (individual,
team, organization and global environment).
IV. Seven distinct but interrelated dimensions which constitute practices applied in the four different
systemic levels:
A. At individual level
1. Create continuous learning opportunities
2. Promote inquiry and dialogue

Theoretical framework
Learning Organization for Individual,
Team and Organizational Development
The development of a learning organization has emerged as an approach that helps
organizations to build their own learning
capacity at all organization levels (Senge,
1990, Davis & Daley, 2008). In such organizations members are involved in a contin22
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Fig. 1. The Seven Dimensions of Learning Organization (source: Marsick & Watkins, 1999, p. 11)

B. At team/group level
3. Encourage collaboration and team
learning
C. At organization’s level
4. Establish systems to capture and
share learning (embedded systems)
5. Empower people toward a collective vision
D. At global level
6. Connect the organization to its environment
7. Provide strategic leadership for
learning (Watkins & Marsick, 1993;
1996; 2003).

as, as well as creating and exchanging of
knowledge are essential elements within
the rapidly changing society in which they
operate. It is impossible to create a learning society without students who learn
and it is not possible to have students who
learn without teachers who learn. Therefore, quality improvement of student
learning can be achieved since it is linked
to teacher development (Fullan, 1993).
Fullan (1991) points out that educational
change depends on what teachers do and
what they think. It is so simple but at the
same time so complicated (p. 117).
Through a strong learning culture
in schools, students’ personal development, teachers’ professional development and organizational development
can be achieved, improving school as
a whole and making it more effective as
to its goal and objectives (Wald & Castle-

Why Schools should operate as Learning
Organizations?
Human learning in the 21st century is
much different from 20th century’s learning. Schools start to discover that new ide23
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berry, 2000). The most effective schools
operate as learning organizations developing learning processes, strategies and
structures that strengthen their ability to
respond effectively and manage change
in uncertain and dynamic environments
(Fullan, 1993; Silins, Mulford & Zarins,
2002; Schechter, 2008). Therefore, just
like other sectors, educational sector
must focus on a change strategy, treating
learning, as the only and the most important source for organizational renewal in
modern era, in order to be able to respond
to current challenges and changes (Hargreaves, 1995).
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tional and transactional leadership are
the leadership types that influence more
a learning organization. However, they
argue that transformational leadership is
the key factor for promoting organizational learning.
According to Avolio, Bass, and Jung
(1999) transformational leadership comprises four basic dimensions: (a) idealized
influence or charisma, (b) inspirational
motivation, (c) intellectual stimulation
and (d) individual consideration. A transactional leader avoids risk, pays special
attention to the time limitations and efficiency and he is effective in a stable and
predictable environment. This type of
leadership can take two dimensions: (a)
contingent reward and (b) management
by exception (Bass, 1985).
The relationship between leadership
and organizational learning has gained
increased attention during the last decade.
However, most empirical research has focused in private organizations and businesses (Pimapunsri, 2014; Rijal, 2010;
Chang & Lee, 2007). In Greece relevant
research has been carried out only in the
area of commercial shipping (Georganta,
2009). Interestingly no relevant research
has been carried out in the area of Greek
educational sector and especially in the
primary schools.

Educational Leadership and Operation of
Greek Schools as Learning Organizations
Greek educational system is characterized by extensive centralization, intense
bureaucratization, strict hierarchical
structures, extensive legislation (polynomy) and “formalism” (Markou, 1991;
Andreou & Papakonstantinou, 1994; Kazamias & Kassotakis, eds. 1995; Koutouzis, 1999; OECD, 2001). However,
there are some signs that Greek schools
are making efforts to explore and expand
their relative autonomy. If that is the case,
one of the challenges that schools face is
to create an internal educational policy
transforming the dominant bureaucratic
culture to a strong learning culture.
In order for schools to operate as
learning organizations, they need school
leaders dedicated to continuous learning and development, who can motivate
teachers to transform schools into learning organizations (Wald & Castleberry,
2000). Bass and Avolio (1993), Vera and
Crossan (2004) suggest that transforma-

Research Focus and Questions
The above theoretical arguments serve as
the basis for this research paper. The aim
of this study is to investigate the dynamic relationship among leadership style
/ leadership outcomes and learning organization dimensions for Greek primary
schools, through teachers’ perceptions. In
24
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the statistical analysis, six control variables are included. The following questions a used as guideline:
1. How teachers describe leadership in the educational institutions
where they work?
2. In what ways, the two styles of
educational leadership – transformational & transactional leadership- and leadership’s outcome,
identified in Greek primary
schools, correlate with organizational learning characteristics?
3. What percentage of learning organization’s variance is explained
by the two leadership styles?

Vol. 4, No 1/2017

dated and revised by Marsick and
Watkins (1994; 2003) and Yang,
Watkins and Marsick (2004). It
contains 21 items (improved version) grouped in seven subscales
corresponding to learning organization’s seven dimensions that
were described above.
The present research was carried out
in 31 institutions of primary education
situated in Athens. Structured questionnaires were distributed in 620 teachers
of these schools and 255 valid questionnaires were returned. The response
rate achieved was 41%. The majority
of respondents are female (76.5%) and
their age range from 41 to 50 years old
(53.7%). Most of them hold a university degree of Pedagogical Department
(48.6%), and their total work experience
exceeds 15 years (54.9%). Concerning the collaboration experience with
current educational leader the majority
of the participants (58.8%) cooperate
with current school manager from 1 to
5 years. In most educational institutions
(53.3%) the number of students ranges
from 100 to 250 students.

Research Methodology
For the purpose of this empirical research,
two research tools were used:
1. Leadership style was measured
with the aid of Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ), which
is a 45-item scale based on Full
Range Leadership Theory (FRLT)
developed by Bass and his colleagues (Bass, 1985; Bass & Avolio, 1993; Yammarino & Bass,
1990). It assesses the seven different leadership dimensions (types)
that were mentioned in previous
section. It also evaluates the frequency of leadership outcomes’
three dimensions: (a) extra effort,
(b) effectiveness, and (c) satisfaction with leadership.
2. Learning organization dimensions were measured with the use
of the Dimensions of the Learning Organizations Questionnaire
(DLOQ), a scale constructed, vali-

Results
The analysis of the collected data was
performed using the Statistical Package
for Social Sciences (SPSS), version 22.
Descriptive Statistics of Leadership in
Greek Primary Schools
School leaders in Athens have adopted
the transformational leadership style
quite satisfactory (Table 1). Idealized influence, inspirational motivation, intel25
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of the Leadership Styles and Leadership Outcome
Leadership

Dimensions

Idealized Influence
Inspirational Motivation
Intellectual Stimulation
Individual Consideration
Transformational Leadership
Contingent Reward
Management by Exception
Transactional Leadership
Laissez-Faire Leadership
Extra Effort
Effectiveness
Satisfaction with Leadership
Leadership Outcome
LEADERSHIP
Valid questionnaires: 255

lectual stimulation and individual consideration constitute transformational
leadership dimensions with particularly
strong presence. However, it seems that
relatively limited emphasis is given by
educational leaders to intellectual stimulation and mostly to individual consideration for teachers.
According to participants’ descriptions, school managers incorporate the
transactional style into their leadership
profile, in a moderate degree. Leadership
dimension of contingent reward appears
significantly increased, whereas management by exception seems to be particularly weak.
The overall educational leadership
outcome is characterized as satisfactory.
Teachers’ motivation by managers for extra effort is the most vulnerable dimension of leadership outcome. On the other
hand, effectiveness and mostly satisfaction with leadership appear as the strong
dimensions.

Mean
(Scale 1–4)
2,707
2,704
2,635
2,445
2,640
2,671
1,695
2,020
0,973
2,610
2,897
2,937
2,815
2,492

Standard
Deviation
0,842
0,905
0,899
0,879
0,827
0,837
0,574
0,836
0,763
0,687
0,621
0,665
0,639
0,766

Multiple Linear Regression Analysis
The path relationships between transformational leadership, transactional
leadership and leadership outcome with
learning organization dimensions were
estimated performing Multiple Regression Analysis. Six control variables were
included in the analysis namely gender,
age, educational level, working experience, number of students in the school
and collaboration experience with current
educational leader.
Transformational leadership displays
a statistically significant correlation with
all learning organization dimensions (Table 2). The dimensions most affected
by transformational leader are strategic leadership and system connection,
whereas the dimension least affected is
inquiry & dialogue. As for the control
variables, teachers’ collaboration experience with current educational leader
is positively correlated with continuous
26
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learning. Number of students in school –
another control variable – strengthens inquiry & dialogue, but acts as a constraint
to strategic leadership. Obviously, the
large number of students, in the school
unit, creates needs and problems which
promote exchanges and research among
teachers. On the other hand, school leaders’ increased responsibilities and duties
reduce their time and willingness for guidance and learning opportunities searching.
Because of the large difference in the
means of the two transactional dimensions contingent reward and management
by exception, the correlation between
transactional leadership and learning organization characteristics was estimated
separately for each dimension.
Regression analysis reveals a statistically significant negative correlation
among management by exception and all
learning organization characteristics (Table 3). The more the school leader utilizes
correcting, negative feedback, reprimand
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and sanction, the more learning organization weakens. The dimension that receives the most negative effect is system
connection, while the dimension less affected is embedded systems. However,
getting a second university degree (control variable) strengthens significantly
continuous learning, empowerment and
system connection.
Contingent reward is positively correlated with the seven dimensions of
learning organization (Table 4). Providing teachers with contingent reward,
school manager enhances organization’s
learning capacity. The dimension more
favored by contingent reward is strategic leadership and the dimension less
affected is continuous learning. Regarding control variables, additional studies with second university degree have
a positive effect on continuous learning
and system connection. Furthermore, collaboration experience with school leader
strengthens continuous learning. Instead,

Table 2. Correlation between Transformational Leadership and Learning Organization’s
dimensions
Independent Variables

Transformational
Leadership
Stand.
Beta

Sig.

.662

.000

Years of Collaboration
Number of Stuwith current School
dents in the School
Leader
Stand.
Stand.
Adjusted
Sig.
Sig.
Beta
Beta
R2

Dependent Variables
Continuous Learning

Inquiry & Dialogue
.657
Team Learning
.756
Embedded Systems
.753
Empowerment
.807
System Connection
.834
Strategic Leadership
.883
***p<0,001, **p<0,01, *p<0,05

.151

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
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.011

.468***
.127

.010

-.075

.013

.462***
.600***
.578***
.664***
.721***
.799***
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Table 3. Correlation between Management by Exception and Organizational Learning
Dimensions
Independent Variables

Management
by Exception
Stand. Beta
Sig.

Second University
Deg``ree
Stand. Beta
Sig.

Adjusted R2

Dependent Variables
Continuous Learning
Inquiry & Dialogue

- .319
- .281

.000
.000

Team Learning
Embedded Systems
Empowerment
System Connection

- .356
- .229
- .360
- .393

.000
.000
.000
.000

Strategic Leadership

- .381

.000

.182

.124
.145

.004

.144***
.122***
.170***
.080**
.160***
.198***

.040
.019

.186***

***p<0,001, **p<0,01, *p<0,05

Table 4. Correlation between Contingent Reward and Organizational Learning Dimensions
Independent
Variables

Dependent
Variables
Continuous
Learning
Inquiry &
Dialogue
Team Learning
Embedded
Systems
Empowerment

Contingent
Reward

Years of CollaboraSecond
tion with current
University
School Leader
Degree
Stand.
Stand.
Sig.
Sig.
Beta
Beta

Number
of Students
in the School
Stand.
Sig.
Beta

Stand.
Beta

Sig.

.615

.000

.579

.000

.369***

.671

.000

.482***

.705

.000

.510***

.745

.000

.569***

.153

.014

System
.774
.000
Connection
Strategic
.810
.000
Leadership
***p<0,001, **p<0,01, *p<0,05

.138

.090

.009

.410***

.033

.627***
-.106

the large number of students in the educational institution acts as a constraint for
strategic leadership.
Leadership Outcome is positively
correlated in a statistically significant

Adjusted
R2

.005

.680***

degree with all learning organization dimensions (Table 5). The organizational
learning characteristic that is more enhanced by leadership outcome is strategic leadership, while the characteristic
28
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Table 5. Correlation between Leadership Outcome and Organizational Learning
Dimensions
Independent
Variables

Dependent
Variables
Continuous
Learning
Inquiry &
Dialogue
Team Learning
Embedded
Systems
Empowerment

Leadership
Outcome

Years of Collaboration with
current School
Leader
Stand.
Sig.
Beta

Second
University
Degree

Stand.
Beta

Sig.

.658

.000

.169

.005

.663

.000

.136

.022

.770

.000

.605***

.753

.000

.563***

.822

.000

.111

Stand.
Beta

Sig.

.133

.009

Number
of Students
in the School
Stand.
Beta

Sig.

.451***
.134

.006

.017

System
.831
.000
Connection
Strategic
.890
.000
Leadership
***p<0,001, **p<0,01, *p<0,05

.459***

.669***
.083

.027

.698***
-.065

less favored is continuous learning. As for
the control variables, teachers’ collaboration experience with educational leader
affects significantly continuous learning,
inquiry and dialogue and empowerment.
Additional studies with second university
degree strengthen continuous learning
and system connection. Finally, the large
number of students in the school facilitates only inquiry and dialogue.

Adjusted
R2

.035

.791***

Hierarchical Regression Analysis
Hierarchical regression analysis shows
that transformational leadership explains 12.6% of learning organization’s
variance, beyond the percentage explained by contingent reward. Interestingly, the combination of transformational leadership and contingent reward
transactional dimension (2nd stage)
explains a higher percentage of learning organization’s variance, than each
leadership style separately. It is obvious
that transformational leadership displays
a positive regression weight, which is
responsible for an augmenting variation
on dependent variable, compared to the
transactional dimension (Bass & Avolio,
1988; 1993).

Linear Regression Analysis
Linear Regression Analysis reveals that
transformational leadership explains
76.1% of learning organization’s variance,
while transactional dimension of “contingent reward” explains 63.9% of learning
organization’s variance (Tables 6 & 7).
29
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Table 6. Regression Analysis for estimating the direct effect of Transformational Leadership
on Learning Organization’s variance
Dependent
Independent
Variable
Variable
Learning
Transformational
Organization
Leadership
***p<0,001, **p<0,01, *p<0,05

R2

Stand.
Beta

Sig.

F

.761

.873***

.000

807.209

Table 7. Hierarchical Regression Analysis for estimating the proportion of Learning
Organization’s variance explained by Transformational Leadership, beyond that explained by
Contingent Reward (Transactional Dimension)
Independent
Variables
Contingent
Reward
1st
Learning
(Transactional
Step
Organization
Dimension)
Contingent Reward
(Transactional Di2nd
Learning
mension)
Organization
&
Step
Transformational
Leadership
***p<0,001, **p<0,01, *p<0,05
Steps

Dependent
Variable

R2

DR2

.639

Stand.
Beta

Sig.

F

.799***

.000

447.009

.000

409.984

.127*
.126
.765

.760***

school managers utilize, to a quite lower
degree, management by exception, namely supervision and taking corrective action (correction, negative feedback, reprimand or sanction) when teachers do not
achieve their goals. Also, they do not expect very serious problems to arise, in order to take corrective action. These findings for the different relation between the
two dimensions of transactional leadership and learning organization characteristics, confirm the findings of Georganta
(2009) and Di Schiena et al. (2013).
Empirical findings of present research,
as in the empirical research of Diadou
(2014), show that managers of Greek
primary schools have adopted transfomational leadership style, in an appreciable

Discussion
According to teachers’ perceptions,
school managers in Greek primary educational institutions that operate as learning organizations, incorporate transactional leadership style, in their leadership
profile, in a moderate extent, confirming
empirical research of Diadou (2014).
More specifically, educational leadership
in Greece, quite often takes the dimension of contingent reward, as school leaders are oriented towards task fulfillment,
guiding teachers to specific goals set by
the school, clarifying the requirements,
as to the role and the responsibilities, of
each employee and rewarding teachers
in exchange of their performance. Greek
30
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tween teachers and school principal enhances the learning ability of the school
unit. This finding contradicts the claims
of Caldwell (2004), and Parish, Cadwallader & Busch (2006). They point out that
people, who work for an organization
for a long time, have an inherent resistance towards change and they are more
reluctant to give up work practices and
patterns of organizational activity, they
have been used to. This happens because,
according to Dervitsiotis (1998), Marsick
& Watkins (1999), Martinette (2002),
Thompson (2011), school’s transformation into a learning organization is a slow
process of organizational culture change
that requires considerable time and energy for a long period. To be effective, we
must change the way people think, the
ingrained beliefs, attitudes, assumptions
and behaviors.
Moreover, educational institutions,
with large number of students, are conducive to search and dialogue. Obviously, the increased number of students
in a school creates needs and problems,
which foster the ideas’ exchange and
search among teachers. This finding
contradicts with the view of Salaman
(2001), and Dekoulou (2012), who emphasize that larger organizations have an
increased possibility to develop systems
and structures that discourage searching,
learning and innovation.
Transformational leadership has the
central role in transforming a school into
a learning organization, since it significantly influences the development of organizational learning capacity. Therefore,
findings of Bass and Avolio (1990), Waldman, Bass and Yammarino (1990) and
Georganta (2009), for the augmenting

extent. It is worth noting that Greece, in
the last five years, is going through a period of economic and social crisis. Bass
(1998) found that transformational leadership, unlike transactional leadership, is
more likely to emerge in unstable, uncertain and turbulent environments and especially in periods of crisis. This happens
because under such circumstances, leaders feel the need to seize the opportunity,
in order to identify the problems of current situation and to promote a vision of
the future that organization members will
“adore”. Leaders tend to allay employees’ fears in times of crisis, according to
Bass (1998). Present findings agree with
research of Di Schiena et al. (2013) and
Lang (2013), which showed that organizations, in particularly complex and uncertain environments, develop faster and
more flexible circles of information and
knowledge transfer. Relation between
transformational leadership and learning
organization’s seven dimensions is undoubtedly intense. This study has found
that strategic leadership of school leader
is that organizational learning dimension,
more influenced by transformational
leadership.
Teachers describe leadership outcome, in Greek primary schools, as quite
satisfactory. Employees’ satisfaction and
leadership effectiveness appear as particularly strong points, whereas teachers’
motivation by school leaders for extra effort and success appears slightly weaker.
The findings of this study highlight the
strong positive relation between educational leadership outcomes with school
operating as a learning organization.
Regarding control variables, we found
that the long collaboration (in years) be31
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attribute of transformational leadership
that enhances transactional leadership to
achieve remarkably higher performance
levels of employees, teams and organization itself, are confirmed (Fig. 1). By idealized influence, inspirational motivation,
intellectual stimulation and individual
consideration, transformational leaders
can build a learning climate and culture
and lead to outcomes that exceed expectations, making changes in both people
and organizations (Avolio & Bass, 2004,
Bass, 1999).
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incorporate the transformational leadership style into their leadership profile to
a satisfactory degree. Therefore, it seems
that transformational leadership very easily emerges in these restrictive conditions
that characterize the bureaucratic and
centralized educational system and the
uncertain environment of the intense economic and social crisis that our country
has been going through the last six years.
Between transformational and transactional leadership types, transformational leadership is the key role in
transforming a school into a learning
organization. Indeed, if educational leadership is based only on an exchange and
reward relationship with employees, then
school loses all sense of vision, inquiry
and change. However, when leadership
adopts only transformational characteristics, without clarifying objectives,
specifying roles, evaluating the achievement of these objectives and rewarding
teaching staff’s efforts, then there is no
effective organization of the school. As
a result, any temporary improvement and
development will soon collapse. Modern

Conclusions
In order for the educational organizations
to survive and excel, they are invited to
successfully integrate the “learning organization” model into their function.
Leadership plays a crucial role in the
transformation of a school into an organization that “learns”. However, Greek
educational leadership functions within
a highly centralized educational system.
Nevertheless, the findings reveal that
principals, in Greek primary schools,

Fig. 2. Leadership Style & Transformation of School into a Learning Organization
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age challenges require the combination
of educational leader’s rational / objective attitude provided by transactional
leadership, with a bright vision for continuous learning and change provided by
transformational leadership. That way,
educational unit acquires the ability of
continuous evolvement, of being vibrant,
competitive and constitutes an organization which “learns” lifelong (Fig. 2).
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Abstract

above-mentioned instruments. Research
results allude to three interrelated concepts: Planning, Leadership and Participation, and Impact. These elements show
the way in which CPD school planning
could be internally organized to be effective: first, planning, which provide with
a wide range of pertinent attributes; then,
leadership and participation, the horizontal character of which becomes fundamental; and finally to the impact that
gives rise to rethinking educational processes. These three concepts integrate the
‘change’ element as an essential part of
their characterization. This indicates that
contextualization has a real impact; hence,
the importance of CPD school planning.
Contextualizing CPD activities is precisely what Training Projects in Centers
are able to do. This type of autonomous
CPD program has a very high number of
horizontal characteristics which can lead
to the success of initiatives.

In line with many education systems
and international initiatives, Continuing
Professional Development (CPD) is increasingly considered as a relevant element in the Spanish education system. In
consequence, professional development
is progressively encouraged towards
school-based CPD. The research reported
in this article focuses on a pivotal, yet
overlooked, element of that CPD: school
planning. In order to understand it, we
will try to elucidate the organizational
process at school. We used a Case Study
approach (Yin, 2014) and data were collected through interviews, focus groups
and a range of documents in a secondary
school. To this end, Grounded Theory
(Glasser & Strauss, 2015) elicit a theoretical background in order to identify
Basic Social Processes (BSPs) in the
field of study, combining data from the
37
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closes high educational quality indexes,
e.g. having received national merits for
its well-being. Observing this continuous
professional development through Case
Study implies an approximation to CPD
articulation in a school where it certainly
exists and works. Afterwards, we can establish a contrast with literature, basing
on Grounded Theory, and draw conclusions to clarify this scarcely known area.
Reviewed literature shows that professional development in practice requires
initiatives to be organized by those who
perform them. Consequently, activities
must be contextualized to respond to local
needs in order to enhance student’s learning as well as the quality of teaching (Opfer & Pedder, 2011). To this point, ‘even
though the literature offers ample examples of workplace conditions that school
[leaders] can create in this respect, it remains often unclear which processes behind these conditions explain their impact
on teachers’ professional development’
(Clement & Vandenberghe 2001, p. 43;
King, 2016). Therefore, it is necessary to
ask ourselves: ‘How CPD planning is executed by schools?’ The present research
is developed around this question.
This research question will be answered through CPD’s conceptualization
and characterization in order to know
what we exactly refer to; then, through
the explanation of the study methodology and Grounded Theory results (data
taken from Case Study), and finally by
establishing discussion, conclusions and
prospects that arise in this field. Thereby,
CPD school planning processes, an area
barely exploited, will be exposed connecting theory with practice. To close this
first section, it is necessary to clearly state

Introduction
This work presents a field of study poorly
researched by the scientific community
because of the particularity of the theme:
CPD school planning. This is the reason
why we have opted for a Case Study research method, a method that requires the
presence of researcher at the concerned
school during the fieldwork. The objective is to directly answer the questions
‘What’ and ‘How’ for the concerned
phenomenon. Therefore, our pretension
is to observe how CPD school planning
works in an education center. On this occasion, IES Murcia1 was chosen for its
exemplary nature. This case provides us
with illuminating data and allows us to
establish comparisons between theory
and practice, finally presenting what we
found out.
In particular, the case school is located in an accommodated neighborhood
whose denizens are mainly workers of
an important factory. Surrounded by an
industrialized rural context, we find an
environment conducive to innovative
changes and continuous updating procedures. Similarly, this singularity is transferred to school climate where 80% of
teachers reside out town. Yet, this is not
a pretext to be absent from development
projects, but contrariwise there is a high
participation rate. This is also reflected in
school final results, since the center dis1

Pseudonym used to preserve the anonymity of the
school.
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schools, increasing teacher quality, and
improving the quality of student learning
has led to a concentrated concern with
professional development of teachers as
one important way of achieving [these]
goals’ (Opfer & Pedder, 2011, p. 376).
CPD is taken as a part of an everyday
routine needed to improve school teaching (Tienken & Stonaker, 2007). However, professional development is not
enough for changing school performance
and student’s level of achievement. Research highlights the importance of leadership (Clement & Vandenberghe, 2001)
and participation to make professional
development a job-embedded learning,
with collaborative experiences that facilitate informal development (Hunzicker,
2012). All these are necessary for CPD
planning to achieve a real impact, which
is shown at subsequent work:
‘They begin planning by asking,
‘What improvements in student
learning do we want to attain and
what evidence best reflects those
improvements?’ Then, they step
back and ask, ‘If that’s the impact
we want, what new policies or practices must be implemented to gain
that impact?’ (p. 33) […] In other
words, the first thing people need
to do when they plan professional
development is to specify what impact they want to have on student
learning’ (Zepeda, 2012, p. 32).

that, after all, what we are deeply pretending to know is CPD results: ergo, CPD
consequences in teachers’ teaching and
students’ learning. Bellow, we will expose
what we already know on the subject.
What is CPD?
At the beginning of this paper, it is pertinent to conceptualize what CPD is. Firstly, we have considered legislation and
moved then to scientific literature. Taking
into account CPD value, we regard CPD
through providing teachers with efficient
development skills, which is crucial to
ensure teaching impact and classroom
learning (Council of the European Union,
2014). Along this line, Spanish regulation considers CPD throughout organic
laws as a fundamental element for education quality. For that reason, Education
authorities must guarantee its launch and
satisfactory progress. Autonomous regulation of our region takes special care of
CPD planning as a key element to address
contextual needs and increase education
system coordination (Decree 42/2003).
The Decree itself offers this definition of
CPD:
‘Continuing Professional Development is the set of actions to promote the updating and continuous
improvement of teachers’ professional qualification, both for the exercise of teaching, as well as for the
performance of coordination, management and direction of centers,
in addition to adequate knowledge
and methods of science evolution
and specific didactics’.
On the other hand, scientific literature
claims that ‘the importance of improving

External CPD planning
As just seen, CPD planning is not an improvised action but rather a process meticulously managed by authorities and
cautiously premeditated by the affected
39
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faculty of teachers. Planning CPD is
a task in which two entities are involved,
that is: State Administration and School
Staff. The former is responsible for establishing national laws and regional decrees which set general planning axes. In
our case, Region of Murcia Autonomous
Community establishes Triennial Plans
which determine regional CPD guidelines (Decree 42/2003, 2nd art.). Then,
it comes into being as annual plans and
programs, named ‘Regional Plan’. It includes an Action Plan, which sets CPD
priority needs in the Region. Is responsible to redact this report the CPR (‘Centro
de Profesores y Recursos’: Teachers and
Resources’ Centers, a State Administration instrument for training, advising, and
providing resources, gives means, facilities and dynamism to regional schools).
Education authorities’ role is essential
to harmonize the curriculum development, especially concerning student diversity, and guarantee centers autonomy
(Decree 42/2003). External CPD planning is a key to increase coordination and
to detect training needs. From this point,
the CPD school planning is brought into
action.

or distance learning. CPR provides faceto-face modality training. Regarding distance learning, the school is responsible
to impart it autonomously (prior Ministry indications, consent and supervision).
There are six different types of formal
activities: Thematic Seminars, Working
Groups, Training Projects in Centers,
Courses, Educational Innovation, and
Research Projects. Among them, those
determined autonomously by the education center are three former ones, each of
which has a level of concreteness concerning school planning: Training Projects in Centers is considered to be the
most relevant of the three (Order 13th
June 2005). In this study, we will focus
on this training activity.
The purpose of Training Projects in
Centers is for centers to elaborate their
own training with the highest involvement of teaching staff. To carry it out, it
must count on a majority participation
of the Faculty of Teachers, whose competence is ‘to promote initiatives on the
field of research, pedagogical innovation
and teacher training’ (LOE, art. 129).
Moreover, this activity should include:
theoretical training, exchange of experiences, preparation of materials and reach
of common agreements, deeply linked to
training needs and analysis of its evaluation. Ultimately, it pursues to improve
school educational quality. We seek to
know if experience corresponds to the literature.

Internal CPD planning
Once general lines have been established
by Education Authorities, tangible CPD
activities appear. These activities may
present formal or non-formal nature. The
latter refers to non-regulated actions that
teachers do on their free time – e.g., reading a specific book with the purpose of
improving their teaching. The former,
formal training, consists of activities provided in two sub-modalities: face-to-face

Methodology
In order to examine CPD school planning, this study has taken five participants
from IES Murcia teaching staff, specifi40
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cally those directly implicated in managing teacher training; namely, the headteacher, the deputy headteachers –one of
which is the teacher training leader–, the
quality-guarantee representative, and the
faculty representative in CPR. This nonprobabilistic sample is justified by the
study nature, a qualitative little research
on a very specific topic where not every
individual is liable to be studied.
Subsequently, we made use of following the instruments: semi-structured interview (to deputy head teacher CPD leader,
the quality-guarantee representative, and
the faculty representative in CPR), focus
group (with the headteacher, both deputy
headteachers and the quality-guarantee
representative), and documentary analysis (of relevant school CPD planning documents). This instrument choice is based
on the triangulation information to give
validity to results. The sense of this election lies in the need to corroborate a fact
through two or more techniques which is
used in social research to face the problem of objectivity. Once participants had
been informed and their consent signed,
data collection started. When the fieldwork was accomplished, a copy was sent
to them to be transparent in every part of
the research.
Accordingly, the research methodology adopts an exploratory approach given
the specificity of its nature. Exploratory
research seeks a general approach but,
conversely, has difficulties in formulating
hypotheses because of the lack of knowledge of the phenomenon in question. After all, exploratory research originates
the Descriptive approach. It involves
a detailed investigation of events and elements in order to enumerate them and
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establish a more feasible and clear relationships between them. The aim of this
approach is to increase familiarity with
the phenomenon. Therefore, the use of
these approaches is justified by the need
for a deeper understanding of the subject
matter.
Searching for a deep understanding of
CPD school planning has led us to adopt
the Case Study methodology. It is a systematic, detailed and intensive examination of a singular event (Patton, 2015;
Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). In this case, we
have used qualitative data collection techniques given the small size and the characteristics of the study. Interviews and
focus group were recorded with a voicerecorder, prior participant consent, so as
to have a sound trace which would later
streamline and facilitate data analysis
process, presentation of results and conclusions. It is fundamental to be faithful
to every ‘conversation’ detail. According
to Patton (2015), semi-structured interview has an open character. It uses a list
of ordered questions where participants
are free to respond (focus group were
made in a similar mode). This technique
requires from researcher a high concentration level as well as a strong command
so as not to neglect the main objective.
The sense of this selection is the need of
the investigator for inquiring into interest
topics, who is not subject to pre-established parameters and he is, thus, allowed
to guide the process as value information
is intercepted.
Bearing in mind several procedures of
data analysis, Grounded Theory has come
up as the most suitable one given its open
character (non-determining). The main
feature to be emphasized is the absence
41
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of a pre-established hypothesis. This systematic induction technique steadily connects concepts, categories and propositions, from which an explicative theory
is eventually developed, rigorous to the
extent to which the process has been so
(Strauss & Corbin, 2015). Hence, we are
dealing with an inductive process where
the theory is created as the data analysis
is carried out (Burnard et al., 2008). The
process begins by fieldwork which is afterwards connected to literature review
and concludes with conceptual saturation, which identifies PSB.
This operation is explained in the following section which clarifies research
results, as well as conclusions and prospects. The next section is focused on data
analysis. By them, we can obtain results
which will later elicit a consistent theory.
As mentioned above, data analysis is carried out throughout Fundamental Theory
in Constant Comparison Method by the
so-called ‘four method steps’: 1) Comparing elements; 2) Integrating categories; 3) Delimitating categories (to shape
a theory); and 4) Emerging theory.

together, the resulting theory emerges
from data analysis. Accordingly, results
and findings derive from this method. For
a clear data view, tables are provided below, where elements can easily be tracked
and related to each other.
1) Comparing elements
The first step of Constant Comparison
Method compares the elements between
them. The table below summarizes both
participant thinking and documents indicating codes (substantive/in-vivo) for
each one. In the following step, this synthesis will integrate categories and their
properties (Table 1).
2) Integrating categories
Once ideas have been collected from data
analysis, as presented in the previous section, we will focus on relating these ideas
with blocks of content (Central Categories). We have previously collected the
most frequently designated ideas, which
are now grouped into categories in order to build a consistent theory. For this
purpose, following there is a table which
summarizes the relationships between
participants and documented ideas along
the categories. In the left column, we find
the ideas; the right column shows categories to which those ideas belong (codes).
Thus, Central Categories are created by
grouping types of ideas (Table 2a).
In this step, the second table offered
shows category frequencies exposed at
preceding table. Thereby, it is possible to
notice where themes emerge and in which
intensity. By analyzing this intensity, we
find the importance of each one. Then, we

Results
As just pointed out, the presentation of
results is divided into four parts. In the
first two points, Axial Encoding has been
used: information is analyzed as an indicator and then classified by content blocks.
Firstly, it was organized in Concepts, then
in Codes –‘Substantive Codes’, if they
belonged to written documents, or ‘In-vivo codes’, if they were audio or visual recordings. Finally, we moved on to Central
Categories (thematic blocks). Once these
categories are structured and articulated
42
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Table 1. Comparing elements

Source: own study

are provided with the basis to constitute
a theory – which can be found in the following sections (Table 2b).

in this third step. This will make more attainable the conclusions of our study (Table 3).

3) Delimiting categories (to shape a theory)

4) Emerging Theory

As explained in the sections above, we
can establish relationships between central categories (thematic blocks) from
data analysis. Once these relationships
are made, we are able to initiate theory
analysis. To do that, Table 3 shows final
‘Delimiting Categories’. Through this table, we seek to offer a quick overview of
the theory that will be developed in the
next section, based on the synthesis made

From the analysis trailed in the first three
steps, this last one collects a coherent
approach that leads to the formulation
a consistent theory. Firstly, the step ‘comparing code elements (ideas)’ shows three
features: the relationships between scientific literature and the data collected; the
relationships between the deputy head
teacher (CPD manager) and the scientific
literature, and the relationships concern43
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Table 2a. Integrating categories
SUSTANTIVE-INVIVO CODES
STRATEGIC DIMENSION (EV. & PLAN.)

CENTRAL CATEGORIES
EVALUATION
PLANNING

ANNUAL GENERAL SCHEDULE

INSTITUTIONAL PLANS

THREAD

LEADERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION

EVALUATION

PLANNING

PROCESS

LEADERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION
PLANNING

SATISFACTION

IMPACT

LEADERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION

PROFESSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
LEADERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION

CONTEXTUALIZATION

PLANNING

DEMOCRATIC

PLANNING

SPECIFIC FUNCTION

LEADERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION
INSTITUTIONAL PLANS

PERSONAL OPINION

LEADERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION
IMPACT

CHANGE

IMPACT
LEADERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION
PLANNING

PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL

PROFESSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
PLANNING

CPD NEEDS

PLANNING

FORMAL

PLANNING

SUBSTANTIAL ELEMENTS

PLANNING
IMPACT

POSITIVE IMPACT

PLANNING

PROSPECTIVE

INEFFECTIVENESS
PROBLEM

QUALITY

PLANNING

Source: own study
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Table 2b. Presence of categories
CENTRAL CATEGORIES

Frequency

EVALUATION

1

INSTITUTIONAL PLANS

2

LEADERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION

6

PLANNING

12

IMPACT

4

PROFESSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

2

INEFFECTIVENESS

1

PROBLEM

1

Source: own study

Table 3. Delimiting Categories
CENTRAL CATEGORIES
EVALUATION

INSTITUTIONAL PLANS (2)
PLANNING (1)

INSTITUTIONAL PLANS

EVALUATION (1)
PLANNING (1)

LEADERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION

LEADERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION (1)
PLANNING (2)
EVALUATION (2)
IMPACT (2)

PLANNING

PLANNING (6)
IMPACT (4)
EVALUATION (8)
LEADERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION (3)
EVERY CATEGORIES (1)

IMPACT

IMPACT (4)
PLANNING (5)
EVALUATION (4)
LEADERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION (2)

PROFESSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

EVERY CATEGORIES (1)
PLANNING (3)

INEFFECTIVENESS

PROBLEM (1)

PROBLEM

INEFFECTIVENESS (1)
EVERY CATEGORIES (1)

Source: own study
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ing information collected from the Management Team and the documents belonging to the school.
Then, in the second step where categories and their properties are integrated,
a hierarchy is established. As indicated, in
descending order, we find first planning –
with a wide range of effective CPD properties; then, leadership and participation
–where its horizontal character becomes
evident; and, finally, the impact -that gives
room to rethinking educational processes.
As the Headteacher himself sets:
‘We have not asked educational
authorities for rapporteurs, and if
we had, we do not know to which
extent this rapporteur would have
performed better than the rapporteur we had -our deputy head teacher responsible for training, who was
our rapporteur-’, (Headteacher).
‘It is true that, although some
teachers use external training for
their personal formation on some
very specific areas, there is an attitude of the faculty of teachers
about the training that affects the
whole center: that is why Seminars
or Training Projects in Center are
so numerous, because they are in
line with the needs of the center’;
‘Having a high percentage of external residence, there is a very high
rate of staff participation in CPD
activities and not just because people were afraid but because people
needed it. Over the years, it remains
steady’, (Deputy head teacher CPD
manager).
It is noticeable that the connection between these three elements, with ‘change’
property is repeated throughout them

analysis. Thus, from this curious association, it can be concluded that the existence of these three categories, among
other things, may be able to respond to
the educational challenge:
‘There is a survey item given
to teachers about the center general performance asking: ‘do center
training lines seem appropriate to
you?’ And there is a very high number of people who say yes. Although
we do not know if they are satisfied
or not, we are sure that teachers
agree with the lines offered… As
a result, the activities are very participative’, (Headteacher).
Contextualization is another point that
is considered important by the Management Team and scientific literature. However, in the first case it is in a short-term
view, while specialized literature advocates for a long-term format:
‘I think it would not be so interesting to fix CPD strategic dimension because everything this is so
changeable that context analysis,
carried out each year, shows what
is really necessary for the course
we plan’, (Headteacher).
Finally, delimiting categories for
shaping theory emphasizes the weight
of each one and the categorical relations
between them. The order of relevance in
which categories appear is noteworthy.
Besides the fact that the order ‘planning
– leadership & participation - impact’ is
repeated, their axial code points to these
same categories in first instance again.
The fact that all of them present links
with the evaluation category is also remarkable: it clearly indicates that nothing can be improved without the pres46
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ence of internal need analysis processes.
The second block of three categories is
composed by Institutional Plans, Evaluation and Ineffectiveness, and Presence of
Problems. All three refer to CPD organization, prior assessment of context needs
and later delimitation of strategies to give
them solutions. Therefore, it stresses the
importance of CPD center planning in
enhancing the educational phenomenon,
as shown by scientific literature and IES
Murcia case study.
In connection with what has been
mentioned above, we can also get some
negative results from the data analysis.
Regarding field research, there are a few
elements to work upon. For example,
comparing theory with practice, we have
found out a limited teacher participation
in truly shared leadership together with
a scant real involvement in organizational processes, although they were consulted punctually for decision making.
Certainly, there are exemplary practices
which should be continued, but they are
not sufficient by themselves. Moreover,
summative evaluation is not taken in
a deep sense, because it is CPR’s role.
Internal evaluation is urgently required
by Professional Learning Communities,
which take care of every single part of
the process:
‘Regarding training evaluation,
if we tried to evaluate it rigorously,
I think it would duplicate the work:
CPR evaluates how it has been developed, how it has been coordinated and the trainer’s performance.
Then, evaluating those aspects in
the center would be duplicating
a job already done’, (Deputy head
teacher CPD manager).
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Therefore, and according to the previous consideration, we could conclude
that data show a clear relationship between CPD planning, registered leadership and participation, and the success of
initiatives, as well as the importance of
contextualizing need assessment for an effective problem solving. This can be verified based on the set of data obtained and
the analysis extracted from them. As Farrell (2015) admits, ‘my paper is at least
contemporary for me, but is it fashionable
for others? My main hope for my theory
of practice is that it is at least coherent’
(p. 88). We hope, likewise, to be coherent
with our research and, perhaps, illuminate
at least a little the study context.
Discussion and conclusions
The discussion of this paper is intended
to give a substantiated answer to the research question initially formulated. We
shall recall that this question was ‘How
CPD planning is executed by schools?’
The scientific literature review points towards three linked queries: a) which processes are followed at the school for planning CPD?; b) who is involved in these
processes and how do they do it?; and
c) Is there any relationship between the
type of planning and a successful CPD?
Through the answer to these queries, we
will try to reply to the main question.
According to research results, the
school chosen for its model quality practices corroborates the conclusions drawn
from the literature review. The relationships between the three highlighted elements ‘Planning, Leadership and Participation, and Impact’, present the way
in which CPD is organized internally in
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a high-quality indices school. This can be
seen in data analysis, where not only do
these categories appear more frequently
and are given more importance, but all
three integrate the ‘change’ element as
an essential part of their characterization.
‘Whether teachers led change within an
isolated or collective context, they shared
a strong desire to improve their knowledge and student learning’ (Fairman &
Mackenzie, 2014, p. 239). Therefore,
it is possible to recognize the need for
prioritizing these three points of CPD
planning at the center when seeking to
improve education. Our findings remind
those arisen by Hunzicker who, apropos
of her discoveries, wrote: ‘Findings of
the study revealed three factors that developed teacher leadership: exposure
to research-based practices, increased
teacher self-efficacy, and serving beyond
the classroom’ (2012, p. 286) – findings
which can be compared to ours: CPD
Planning, Leadership and Participation,
and Impact.
When analyzing the questions apart,
we appreciate the need to link them insomuch as conclusions intertwine with each
other. That is to say, CPD school planning
begins with a process of context analysis and self-evaluation, and goes, then,
through the presence of a strong leadership promoted by the deputy head teacher
(or CPD manager) –among other aspects.
This figure guides initiatives knowingly
and materializes proposals with the rest
of the Executive Staff, who is aware of
the different predicament of the center.
Later, this first proposition is handed over
a larger group – such as the Faculty of
Teachers – that could be named as a horizontal composition, which both proposes

strategies to diverse departments, and
moves the question to teachers’ personal
suggestions. Executive Staff is informed
of all the processes and profiles the initial
proposition from the collected proposals.
Finally, these proposals are newly given
to the Faculty of Teachers who will determine which CPD activities should be
carried out, in a horizontal and conclusive way. The above-mentioned situation
reminds of Bartkowiak reflections, ‘This
management involves maximum mobilization of a school community, especially
teachers, within the scope of taking actions in favor of the process of learning
and teaching and implementation of jointly shared values’ (p. 44), whose data analysis ‘again points at the particularly high
rank of educational leadership in which
the teacher’s role and the involvement of
other members of the school community
are understood actively’ (2015, p. 12).
As previously observed, an important
number of elements for successful CPD
are intermingled. This is based on Basic
Social Processes (BSP, using Grounded
Theory’s terminology created by Glasser
and Strauss), which have highlighted both
leadership and horizontality in CPD proposals and contextualized self-evaluation,
at a school with exemplary internal practices and effective results. For this reason,
Training Projects in Centers gather a great
number of potential elements that can lead
to a successful CPD, as observed in IES
Murcia school. To this respect, the words
of Babich and Panevina seem rather appropriate: ‘the first analysis of the results
suggests that teachers need to implement
the training or course in practice through
a distributed leadership, teamwork, and
preparation’ (2016, p. 515).
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However, despite I.E.S Murcia specific case and the correspondence with
specialized literature, the general picture
shows the need to improve education
measured in terms of learning quality.
This quality attribute is not given in a simple way. Teacher qualification must be
raised first (Opfer & Pedder, 2011). Even
though a considerable increase of studies
demonstrates this correlation, there is no
pronounced CPD-improvement evidence
neither in student learning outcomes.
A good number of authors (Elmore, 2003;
Fullan, 1994; to name some examples) argue that this is precisely what we should
expect, since school is designed to maintain standardized behaviors instead of promoting free and autonomous individuals.
As long as Education authorities do not
create mechanisms to rebuild education
ideologically from its bases, we cannot
expect but the incoherence which investigations incessantly refer to. Schools need
to be conceived as learning communities,
only then may a deep-rooted change take
place: this would be the key to education
reform (Louis, Kruse, & Raywid, 1996).
Training Projects in Centers can be seen
as an action prelude to Learning Communities. That may be the basis of IES Murcia school success, because:
‘Professional Learning Community […] cannot be imposed
to realize the desired effect. Administrators need to participate
with teachers in creating a climate
where teachers lead, formally and
informally, as both critical peers
and caring and creative co-learners.
The findings of this study indicate
that teachers continue to be reluctant […] about being regarded as
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‘leaders’ […] and seemed to prefer
working through informal channels to effect change. […] because
teachers’ conception of leadership
comes from a more traditional
model of formally designated roles
and specific responsibilities and because of the persistence of egalitarian norms in teaching […], where
educators move fluidly among the
roles of leader and supportive follower according to needs and expertise. This dance represents the
true spirit of collaboration’, (Fairman & Mackenzie, 2014, p. 244).
The reason why CPD has not given the
expected results in most cases could be
based, among other causes, on a simplistic
conceptualization of teacher learning and
its impact on professional work and conditions (Borko & Clark, 2004; Timperley
& Alton-Lee, 2008), in the same way as
on a simplistic conceptualization of student learning (Wright, 2015). Effective
CPD tends to be more evident in centers
whose students present greater learning
needs (Leithwood, Seashore-Louis, Anderson & Wahlstrom, 2004); on the other
hand, Babich & Panevina (2016) suggest
that the coordinator/coach should be present during the whole training process
and even during 6 to 9 months after completion. Moreover, Wright proposes the
creation of training models –no longer
methods– to identify types of teachers’
knowledge, skills to be developed, and
conditions in which they are displayed:
hence, students learning is taken as part
of their responsibility (2015; Fairman &
Mackenzie, 2014). He calls this kind of
teacher an ‘Adaptive Expert’ of student
needs, this would be CPD strengths. This
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figure is also referred to as ‘Teacher Expertise’ by Zepeda as adult learner (2012),
and King as professional growth (2016),
or ‘Professional Teacher’ by Fullan as
career-long learner (1993). After all, this
figure is shared by many authors.
In order to conduct further research
concerning this study and the reviewed
literature, it is pertinent to consider
the following reflections. Some major
weaknesses of CPD are CPD-planning
imbalance concerning individual needs
and those demanded by the center (Day
& Pennington, 1993). On the contrary,
creating networks that avoid potential
isolation would reinforce CPD processes (Law & Glover, 1997). In other
words, in first instance CPD must focus on planning quality, as well as on
shared leadership, center organization,
and designing a contextualized evaluation where teacher implication would
be vital. According to Opfer & Pedder
(2010), ‘it is a question of leadership
and participation based on holistic, coherent and strongly articulated vision
programs’ (p. 511) ‘because teachers
themselves are mentors within their creative teams’ (Babich & Panevina, 2016,
p. 514). According to these authors,
the failure is also determined by the
lack of solid theories that support and
guide multidimensional CPD-planning
in schools – and no longer linear plans.
Another open window, barely explored,
highlights interpersonal relations in the
center as CPD side effects indexes (Sun,
Penuel, Frank, Gallagher, & Youngs,
2013). This last facet is clearly glimpsed
in IES Murcia.
On the part of research gaps, the room
for participation attributed to teachers in

the management of their needs is limited
and standardized into the study fields.
‘Scholars have rarely investigated how
people become informal leaders who
‘walk ahead’, model learning and innovation, and develop relationships and
networks to extend their own learning
and influence others’ (Collinson, 2012,
p. 247). In our case, it is possible to
glimpse the idea of giving more freedom to teacher organization in order to
provide favorable opportunities to become CPD authors. In this way, teachers would be primarily responsible of
students learning. At the same time, they
should develop self-management of the
improving learning process: focusing
CPD efforts on involved and diversified systems rather than on an adjusted
teaching figure (Wright, 2015).
A second research gap seems to be
the lack of student participation in CPD
reviews, which paradoxically seek to
increase their learning. It would be pertinent to conduct further investigation
concerning the involvement of this population, since they are the reason of CPD
initiatives. In this manner, education results would be taken in relation to the efforts for which they were constituted. For
this reason, we can well finish this paper
by quoting expert statements: ‘The ultimate measure of teacher leaders’ contributions is the impact on student academic
achievement’ (Wynne, 2001, p. 3). And to
conclude:
‘The combination of a scientific
research paradigm and closeness
to applied contexts is a central issue in understanding possibilities
and limitations of ‘the field’. […]
The most straightforward way to
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see this combination is that school
improvement applies the results of
effectiveness research and school
improvement research is involved
with the design and monitoring of
implementation of change processes’ (Chapman, Muijs, Reynolds,
Sammons & Teddlie, 2016).
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Abstract

clarified. Some old problems prevailed,
like lack of information of students arriving and difference between practice
courses and short field studies during
subject courses. Problems related to the
trial were new concepts, concern about
too few mentors, large groups of student
teachers at schools and unclear roles
and responsibilities between school and
university. A conclusion is that in comparison with national and local steering
directives for school leaders concerning
different school forms, steering directives for Initial Teacher Education has
been less acknowledged and critically
discussed. A whole school approach,
where the school leader role and contribution is clarified is an issue to be further explored.

This article present and discuss school
leader´s perception of a trial with practices schools during Initial Teacher Education in Sweden. The change was initiated from a national level and resulted
in fewer partnership schools, increased
amount of student teachers at each
school, and mentors with a mentor education. As school leaders are responsible
for everyday activities in school, also
changes in the practicum organization
become a question. The school leaders acknowledged the need of receiving student teachers from a recruitment
point of view, but also because it created
a possibility to have dialogues between
schools and the University concerning
Initial Teacher Education. The information from the University about the trial
with practice schools was enough and
in time, but there were also issues to be

Keywords: school
������������������������������
leaders, Initial Teacher Education, practicum, whole school
approach
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sent and discuss their perceptions about
the introduction of the trial with practice
schools during 2014 and 2015. The article continues with a brief introduction to
the context for the case and earlier studies
on practicum in Initial Teacher Education
(hereafter abbreviated as ITE) and school
leader role. The result of a data collection,
interviews with school leaders, follows.
To get a deeper understanding of the response from the school leaders, positioning theory (Langenhove & Harré, 1999)
is used in a final discussion.

Introduction
When a trial with new organization of
practicum in Initial Teacher Education was
introduced in Sweden (Regeringskansliet,
2013, SFS 2014:2) the partnerships agreement between the organizers of K-12 and
the University was revised. The negotiations about partnership takes place at high
administration level, but it is the school
units and their staff, led by the school leaders, who have to carry out the change in the
practicum organization. That is, the school
leaders become operative staff in relation
to the higher administration and the teachers. The school leaders had to follow up,
for example, that teachers at school mentoring (hereafter called mentors) changed
their way of organizing themselves into
mentor teams with a leader.
School leader´s engagement and role
during everyday activities and development of quality is focus in research, but
few studies have examined the role for
the school leaders, school administrators during practicum (Varrati, Levine,
& Turner, 2009; Montecinos, Cortez, &
Walker, 2015). The triad of student teachers, mentor from school (further on called
mentors) and tutor from university (further on called tutors) is more often in focus (Hutchinson, 2011; Le Cornu, 2012).
The more there is a whole school engagement perspective concerning practice
there is a need to engage the school leader
to a higher degree. Not the least as school
leaders can influence capacity building
among the staff (Leithwood, Harris &
Hopkins, 2008) – which student teacher
might notice as positive.
The aim with this study is to highlight the role of school leaders and pre-

Previous studies about school leaders
and ITE
One aspect concerning school leaders and
student teachers is that there are differences in whether school leaders actually
meet student teachers and during how
long period. School leaders can be engaged for example in an ITE where they
meet the student teachers during one, or
one and a half year of practicum because
student teachers have already finished
studies of subject, or they meet student
teacher during three to five years due
to an integrated ITE where subject and
subject didactics are learnt in parallel.
Partnership can include that mentoring
and giving formative assessment to the
student teacher is the role of the mentors
at school, not the school leader´s. What
can be expected is that all school leaders have an interest in how partnership
is organized between organizers of K-12
and the University, not the least because
of recruitment reasons. Another reason
is that partnership between organizers of
K-12 and university could support development work and learning for actors on
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also perceived that although there were
situations where they were treated as
members in the school, the school leaders were discriminatory in their treatment
and did not treat them as full members
of the staff. As Albasheer et al. argue,
as school leaders have an administrative
authority role, a non-inclusive treatment
can hinder the on-going learning by the
students and their performance. Instead
of being perceived as guests, the student
teachers need to be regarded as potential
change agents by the school leaders.
Principals were mentioned as one of
the actors supporting student teachers
in a study from New Zeeland by Ussher
(2010). The actual teacher program included practice one day a week during the
first semesters. Later on, it was extended.
Student teachers were asked about perceptions of the shorter practice during
one day a week. Included in the program
was expectation that the choice of practice should be suggested by the student
teachers, after principal agreement, the
principal chose a mentor. Student teachers, mentors and tutors were asked about
the practice and the main opportunities
and challenges. The main opportunity
seemed to be that the mentor did not
create an exclusive relation, but invited
all staff at school to participate and support the teacher student, according to the
student teachers. Especially at schools
with few pupils and teachers, it became
a ´whole school´ engagement when
a student teacher came. This engagement also included principals who were
mentioned as supportive. Most of all the
student teacher with earlier experience
(as parents or assistants in schools) had
a sense of belonging to the school. The

different levels in the education system if
it is based on mutual respect and communication (Goldring & Sims, 2005).
In a study carried out in Israel, Smith
and Lev-Ari (2005) studied student
teacher´s perception of practice and roles
of people in the Teacher Education. One
question concerned supportive persons
in the school context. Mainly the support
came from mentor, peers and other teachers. 57 percent of the student teacher perceived that school leaders were supportive to a small extent, 19 percent to some
extent and 24 percent to a large extent.
The lack of support from the school leader could be a sign of little contact between
the school leader and student teachers. If
that is the case then the school as a whole
is not engaged in the practicum, rather
some persons are engaged, mainly the
mentor. The findings suggest that there
is not a shared responsibility between the
practicum school and the teacher institution. Based on the findings, Smith and
Lev-Ari argues that the school leaders
have not given enough support.
A moderate engagement among
school leaders was reported from Jordan
in a study by Albasheer, Khasawneh, Nabah and Hailat (2008). Student teachers
were asked about effectiveness of different actors during ITE, among them school
leaders. A questionnaire with closed answers were used with items such as to
what extent the school leader introduced
the student teachers to the school environment and followed up the progress of
student teachers during the practicum.
The findings showed that the student
teachers perceived that the school leaders were engaged in for example following up their attendance. In contrast they
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latter could also be a challenge, which
was noted by a tutor, as the staff, including principal, could be more engaged in
the individual person, than the role as student teacher. Even though, the conclusion
is that the student teachers benefit from
a whole school approach.
In a study from Northern Cyprus by
Kuter and Koc (2009), a study was carried out concerning partnership between
schools and university. Different actors were asked about their perception,
among them principals. At that time the
context included that partnership was
structured in a hierarchical organization
where a university should send a letter to
a ministry which had to give consent to
placement of student teachers at schools.
Some principals had vague ideas about
how ITE functioned and they perceived
that their role was unclear. There was
no official agreement concerning partnership. The principals just got a list of
names of the incoming student teachers.
As there could be a delay about the consent from the ministry it could happen
that a university send student teachers
in advance, which did not improve communication between different levels and
actors. Even though some lack of clarity,
the principals tried to carry out the placement as best possible, but their role became an administrative one.
After studying how school leaders
perceived obstacles for engagement in
ITE in USA, Varrati, Lavine and Turner
(2009) presented a model for school leader involvement in ITE. First of all they
suggest that the earlier triad with student
teacher, mentor and tutor should be extended to include school leaders. When
the four actors are collaboration it is eas-

ier to perceive that ITE is a collaborative
work and that all engaged are working
toward a common goal. This engagement
will support a whole school approach and
can also lead to that the student teacher
will perceive school leaders engaged in
instructional issues, not only for the student teacher, but for staff at school and
the development of quality in learning.
Such a perception, support and development, could lead to a higher degree of
willingness to stay in the teaching profession. As Varrati et al. argue, the school
leader´s work with introducing a whole
school approach is as important as the
mentor´s work with subject didactic issues. The school leaders interviewed were
interested in increasing their engagement
but lacked supportive framework. Therefore Varrati et al. suggest that a partnership model should include expectations
of the school leader. These expectation
could include planning with staff concerning the practice, welcoming the student teacher where the school´s mission
is presented as well as the mentor(s) and
the rest of the staff, presenting the characteristic of the group of pupils: language,
culture, socio-economic status, observe
lesson(s) and give feedback more from
a context background, meet with mentors
and finally carry out an exit interview
with the student teacher. To support such
an endeavor, the issue of school leaders
and ITE could also be part of courses at
university for preparing school leaders.
In a study from Australia Le Cornu
(2012) studied how co-ordinators at practice schools perceived their role. In this
case the co-ordinators were either principals or vice principals. The school leaders took the role as co-ordinators as they
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wanted to be engaged in ITE, but also
because they saw that the mentors had
a focus on subject oriented, classroom
activities, and thereby the school leaders could contribute with a whole school
perspective. Being engaged in ITE the
school leaders perceive that they also sent
a message to the teachers, ITE is important to engage in. In this ITE the concept
learning community had been introduced
as a working model and this meant an emphasis on learning together, among student teachers in groups at the entity, staff
at school, but also for tutors from university. When meeting the student teachers, the school leaders focused on their
pedagogical role and they set aside time
for discussions and reflection. Le Cornu
argues that a learning community model
where the school leaders are engaged in
a whole school approach creates new opportunities for both direct support to student teachers learning in personal meetings and indirect support when school
leaders work close with mentors at school
and tutors from the university.
In Chile, Montecinos, Cortez and
Walker (2015a) studied how school leaders managed barriers to practicum at
school level and university level. Problems mentioned by school leaders were
parents who were worried about the learning results when student teachers were
teaching or teachers reluctant to mentor
student teachers. Student teachers have
a need of physical space (a place to sit)
and for time to follow up activities, space
and time that there isn´t. Even though
the school leaders were aware of that too
many student teacher could be a burden
and distract pupil, student teachers were
accepted from different universities.
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Lack of information about the in-coming student teachers was handled by meeting the student teachers and talk about
norms, lesson planning and assessment.
The school administrators understood that
it could be difficult to meet 40 pupils in
a classroom and accepted pairs, but only
during a limited time, as teachers usually
work alone in large groups. Another issue
was that the curricula for ITE was not perceived as aligned with the curriculum for
K-12 where student teachers are supposed
to teach in the future. These are examples
of barriers, but the school-administrators
also gave comments which showed an interest in the student teachers and awareness
of that the student teachers were not ´ready
to teach´ during practice. Some school administrator working in low income area
schools accepted student teachers asking
for practice outside of the scheme from the
university. Others only accepted student
teachers when there was an agreement between the school and the university about
school development where the university
contributed. Others did not want to have
new student teachers, only those who had
participated during some semesters in
ITE. Most preferred student teachers were
those with subjects which were included
in a national educational testing program
(Montecinos et al., 2015a).
The above mentioned results could
be perceived as issues of organization
and roles. They can also be interpreted
as related to the school leader´s instructional role – pedagogic leadership. This
role is not always acknowledged in partnership agreement between school and
university, but is never the less affecting
the workplace based learning for the student teachers. With a clarified common
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interest in learning for pupils, student
teachers and staff – the relation between
campus and school could be strengthened
and school leaders could be perceived as
a key link in the partnership both for administration and learning (Montecinos et
al., 2015a, Montecinos et al. 2015b).
As a summary, an often mentioned
contrast is between school leaders being
administrators or instructional leaders.
The boundary is not totally clear, but as an
administrator they can meet student teachers occasionally, present the rules of the
school, follow up their attendance and let
the mentor at school and tutor from university supervise and assess. They meet
occasionally with the mentors. In addition
they get information from the university
about practice, they can inform the university about concerns such as whether the
student assignments are aligned with the
curricula for the school form and they can
follow up that there is development work
carried out where the school staff and the
university staff is engaged. They can also
talk to parents and doubtful teachers that
the student teachers are not ´disturbing´
the lessons. The main motivation in this
case could be the possibility for future recruitment of new teachers, but also for retention of in-service staff.
As an instructional leader the school
leader meets regularly with student teachers, mentors and occasionally with tutors.
They talk about general didactics with
the student teachers using a whole school
approach. There are designs when the
school leaders also engage in subject didactics and assess the student teacher. If
the school is engaged in a learning community approach the school leader can be
the leader of the learning community and

by that the student teacher can experience
that learning is expected from all staff at
school, also the school leader. The main
motivation in this case could be an interest in sending a message to staff that ITE
is important, but also and interest in having a say in how ITE is carried out.
Administrator or instructional leader,
either way, the school leader can be more
or less engaged in a whole school approach
where all staff is engaged, in one way or
the other, in the student teacher´s learning.
National and local context
School leader, in this article, refers to
a person employed by an organizer of
K-12, public or private, responsible for
a preschool or school unit. A school leader in Sweden is included in two steering
systems. One is the steering system for
the organizer of K-12; the other is the
national education system for K-12 with
national curricula and Education Act. The
school leader has a certain amount of autonomy and report to both the organizers
of K-12 and shall be prepared for occasional inspection by the National School
Inspectorate. When there are student
teachers at the school unit, the school
leader also, more or less, becomes included in a third steering system, the one for
Initial Teacher Education.
In Sweden Initial Teacher Education
is steered by the Higher Education Act
(SFS 1992:1434) and Higher Education
Ordinance (SFS 1993:100) and consists
of subject courses and practicum courses.
That is, practicum is designed as courses
and the student teachers get credits for
each course. Each university offering
ITE is designing a program, based on the
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learning goals in Higher Education Ordinance (ibid). Practicum includes visiting
and teaching at the relevant school form
where they should teach in the future.
The student teachers also carry out short
field studies during subject courses.
During the fields studies the student
teacher carry out short assignments included in subject courses. The work
could comprise teaching, interviews, observation or dialogue with children/pupils
or staff. By the fields studies theory and
practice is related and this also gives the
student teacher a possibility to have contact with the placement school during the
entire teacher program. The field studies
are not included in the practicum courses,
but are examined within the professional
studies courses or subject courses. The
practicum course placement during the
semester varies between the universities; they can also vary between different
student teacher cohorts within an ITE.
In total they comprise 30 ECTS. Most
students participate in programs during
some 3 to 5,5 years with integrated didactic, but there is a possibility to study
subjects and complete with didactics.
To accomplish the practicum course
and the field studies all organizers of ITE
have to sign a partnership agreement with
organizers of K-12. As organizers could be
public or private the universities have partnership agreements with organizers with
different legal status. A certain amount of
money is allocated from the university to
the organizers of K-12 for participating in
the partnership. The organizers of K-12,
in turn, distribute the money to the school
units where the student teachers get their
practice. As the school leaders are responsible for all activities at the unit, the use of
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the money for practicum is also an issue
for the school leaders.
Before the trial with practice schools,
all organizers of K-12 could have partnership agreements with ITE at University.
The schools were called ‘field schools’
and teachers at all schools could be available for mentoring students (Mälardalens
högskola, 2014). As a support to increase
quality in practicum, the government initiated a trial with re-organization during autumn 2014 to spring 2019. Those universities which got their application for the trial
accepted also got some money for the implementation. The directives from national
level to the organizers of ITE included
that fewer schools and only with mentors
having completed a mentor course. With
a group of student teachers at the unit,
cooperation among the student teachers
would be supported. It is also clarified that
student teacher should be able to experience practice schools with different socioeconomic contexts (SFS 2014:2).
In the application for participating in
the trial the universities had to specify
how the local variety should be designed
(Universitets- och högskolerådet, 2014a).
The result is that the trial with practice
schools has different designs around
Sweden. At the actual university for this
study, a choice was made that all student teachers from autumn 2014 should
be placed at practice schools. The consequence is that there will be a parallel
organization during some years. The organizers of K-12 who wanted to participate in partnership with the actual University should be able offer school units
with relevant school form, with staff who
are certified teachers, have relevant subject combination and mentor education (if
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not in the beginning of the trial, at least in
the end). Each mentor should be able to
mentor two student teachers, which means
that in theory a school unit could be visited by twelve student teachers at the same
time. The organizers of K-12 should also
appoint a central contact person who participates in dialogues between the organizer of K-12 and the university during the
partnership period. The mentors should
be grouped in a mentor team at the school
unit and be led by an excellent teacher.
The school leader is responsible to create a proper situation for mentors during
the practice courses and the field studies
and support mentors to participate in the
mentor education (Mälardalens högskola,
2014). The application was approved 2014
(Universitets och högskolerådet, 2014b)
The central contact persons are invited
several times a year by the Practicum team
at the university to dialogue. During each
practicum course a teacher from the university visits the student teacher. There is
also a seminar arranged concerning actual
issues. This seminar can be organized by
the university staff or by the staff from the
organizer of K-12. The student teachers,
the mentors and the course leader from the
university should attend. When the student teachers write their exam thesis the
research issue should be relevant to their
school form and, if possible, be presented
at the practice school. The university offer
mentor courses and research concerning
school development will be developed.
Instead of having partnership agreement with twenty-one public organizers
of K-12 and 52 private ones, partnership agreements were written with five
public organizers and three private ones
in the first phase of the implementation.

Very soon additional partnership agreements were written and in 2016 two public organizers were added. Before the
trial there were about 300 mentor-teams,
spring 2016 there were 59 mentor-teams.
In summary, during the practice course
there is a shared responsibility between the
university, practicum course teachers at
the university, and the organizers of K-12,
practice school mentors in the team, but in
general, the organizers of K-12 are responsible for the practice based education. The
responsibility for the organizers of K-12 is
to a certain extent carried out by the school
leaders at the practicum school. This role
division is clarified in the partnership
agreement. The school leader is responsible for the everyday activities at a school
unit and being engaged more or less in
student teachers practicum and mentoring
is nothing new, but the trial with practice
schools demands a stronger effort.
Data collection
During 2014–2015 a first study of the
initial implementation was carried out.
The first findings are presented, such as
theoretical ex-ante evaluation (Niklasson, 2015a), the administrator’s response
to the ex-ante evaluation (Niklasson,
2015b) and administrator´s communication efforts (Niklasson, 2016).
During discussion with the practicum
team at the university, school leaders
from three school forms were selected
to be engaged in the data collection: preschool (six women, one man), compulsory school (five women, two men) and upper secondary school (four women, three
men). The choice was also based on that
the preschools, schools should represent
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selves central contact persons from the
organization in relation to the University,
others got continuous reports from the
leader of the mentor team, both orally and
written report. There were also school
leaders who, more or less, had a chat with
the leader of the mentor team before each
group interview during this study.
During the first meeting the groups were
asked about comments concerning the trial
with practice schools. From the first meeting themes appeared which were written
down on large papers. After each meeting
these papers were brought back to the next
meeting as a reminder and starter for the
next discussion. Thereby it was possible
to follow not only how the implementation was carried out, but also if the school
leaders perceived any change concerning
questions brought up. The practicum-team
at the university was continuously informed by the researcher about a selection
of the issues brought up. Thereby they also
could take action, which they did.
The analysis of the data started with
reading and re-reading the transcriptions
from the meetings to create meaning categorizations from the group interviews
(Kvale, 1996). Some themes were found
to be brought up continuously by the
school leaders and they are presented in
the finding; in addition there a description
of eventual response from the organizers
of practice at the University. The themes
concern information about the trial, when
practicum is scheduled during a semester, information about the student teachers, field studies, new concepts, practicum
courses, follow up concerning student
teachers visiting different socio-economic contexts, mentors and mentor education, school development, the partnership

both public and private schools, located
in both rural and urban areas and from
multicultural as well as mainly monocultural (few immigrant pupils) schools.
Lastly, they should be active in receiving
student teachers.
The school leaders got an introduction
letter where they were asked to participate
and informed about the study. In the introduction letter and during the interview the
respondents were informed about the ethical rules, such as the aim of the study, that
their participation is voluntarily and that,
as much as possible, their identity will not
be revealed (Vetenskapsrådet, 2011).
All school leaders asked agreed to
participate. The school form groups met
separately autumn 2014 and spring and
autumn 2015. The interviews took place
at the University and lasted about two
hours. All three school form groups met
in a final meeting autumn 2015. During
the last meeting, autumn 2015, the project leader for the implementation, also
responsible for practicum organization at
the university, participated. In total seven
school form group interview were carried out. The meetings were recorded and
notes were taken. The recordings were
transcribed verbatim.
All school leaders presented themselves during the first meeting. Their
experience as school leaders differed between being new at the assignment and
being school leaders for many years in
preschool, primary school, lower secondary and upper secondary school. They
worked in public schools or in private
schools. To get information about practicum at the school unit and practicum in
general they used different communication channels. Some of them were them63
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agreement and finally effects of the trial.
Some of the themes are not an effect of the
trial, but because the school leaders constantly brought them up and they do concern the trial, they have been discussed.

based on ´relevant´ placement of practicum during the semester, from a school
leader point of view. All weeks during the
semester, 20 weeks, are needed for scheduling practicum. As an example, a practice
preschool can get twelve student teachers placed in a work team if the practicum courses are scheduled in parallel for
different cohorts. In such a case there is
a risk that the children in preschool get
disturbed. This is due to double intake of
student teachers on the program during
this actual period, and that the intake to the
preschool teacher program always consists
of a large group.
Compulsory school has a similar problem, but the effect is less severe. There is
an intake both autumn and spring semester, but the groups are smaller and practicum can be scheduled until May during
the semester. Upper secondary has more of
a problem. It should be reminded that there
can be parallel cohorts of student teachers
during a semester at the practice schools.
For upper secondary there is a need to
place practicum before Easter due to national tests. There are possibilities to place
practicum during autumn semester, but
the steering document for student teachers
in Upper secondary teacher program includes that some subject studies are scheduled as parallel studies with a demand for
progression. Thereby the possible weeks
for practicum courses are limited due to
other courses, holidays and national tests.
A comment is that the project leader
for the trial showed how the design of
the courses are planned and it became
clear to the school leaders that scheduling the practicum courses for all teacher
programs, with their different demands, is
very complex. This issue was not solved

Findings
Information
In the beginning of the data collection the
school leader´s perception about the information about the trial was mixed. On
an overarching level there was information as staff from MDH had informed.
The organizers of K-12 had reorganized
their organization to fit the trial, that is,
less schools participating and mentor
teams with leaders. At the same time issues were remaining since the earlier
field organization, not the least when the
practicum was scheduled during the semester. A comment is that issues brought
up by the school leaders were taken to the
practicum team. The school leaders noted
this transference of information from the
university och appreciated that the practicum team tried to carry some changes.
In general, the school leaders perceived
that MDH increased their interest and engagement concerning practicum issues.
Schedule for practicum during semester
An important issue for the school leaders
was when practicum courses were scheduled during the semesters. In Sweden
higher education there are two semesters,
autumn semester and spring semester. In
general, the steering document Utbildningsplanen för lärarprogrammen [Development plan for teacher program] is not
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during the implementation and will likely
not be solved due to complicated structure.
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courses was brought up. It has not been
clear to all school leaders that field studies includes visits and that student teachers should carry out their field studies
at the practicum school where they are
placed.
A comment is that in the partner agreement it is agreed that the organizer of K-12,
through the school units, has the responsibility for practicum in the teacher program
and give access to relevant contacts and
context for field studies. What is included
in the field studies is described in the study
guide for each subject course which is presented on the practicum portal homepage.
To clarify the field studies and when they
are scheduled, the entire plan of the different teacher programs will be presented at
the practicum portal. Then it will be obvious for example that student teacher will
come for a field study before they actually
participate in a practicum course.
In addition, according to the plan for
the actual ITE, introduction to a practicum school is occurring during a subject
course. To inform the student teachers
earlier in the teacher program, there will
be a scheduled information session about
practicum one of the first weeks in the
teacher program. One session has been
carried out where representatives from
organizers of K-12 came and talked about
routines to a group of student teachers
coming to their placement schools.

Information about student teachers
Sometimes the information about which
student teacher should come was not
clear according to the school leaders.
The school leader and mentor team
could be information about a student
teacher with a certain combination of
subject, and then the student teacher did
not show up. Or, they got information
that several student teachers who should
come, but not all showed up. A comment
to this is that the university could only
make a preliminary placement based on
student teacher´s own wish. All student
teachers log in to a practicum portal and
choose practicum school from a list. It
has happened that too few have applied
for a certain school, then there is less
opportunity for cooperation among student teachers and no placement will be
carried out. The first page of the practicum portal is public, so the school leaders can see who should come, their mail
address, their subject combination and
which year they started the teacher program. The information about the portal was perceived as new by the school
leaders, but they had noted that the dialog between the practicum team and the
school leaders had created a better distribution of the student teacher. In this
case a positive change has occurred, according to the school leaders.

Practicum courses
The first semester with the trial was affected by national directives for new
grading for the practicum course where
the grades fail and pass, was completed
with pass with distinction. The school

Field studies during subject courses
The issue about who is coming and when,
returns when field studies during subject
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leaders perceive that the change in itself
was unclear and also how the assessment
should be carried out.
A comment is that this change was
not an effect of the trial. It concerned
all school mentors and university course
leaders programs, irrespective of whether
they were included in the trial or not. As
soon as the information and new directives
came during 2014 the practicum team informed the contact persons in the mentor’s teams and the information was also
given to the still existing field schools.
The practicum team formulated suggestion for the graded assessment which was
presented for the Program council for the
teacher programs at the university and
also to external reference groups. In December 2015 the central contact persons
from organizers of K-12 were invited and
a suggestion was presented. One session
in the mentor education was dedicated to
inform about the change. Thereafter new
course plans were established and information was given to the course leaders
for practicum courses.
During spring 2015 all mentor teams
who wanted additional visits and information got it from representative of the
practicum team. The practicum team also
suggested that the seminar during the first
practicum course should have learning
goals and assessment during practice as
a theme, which most mentor teams accepted.

arranged, at the same time there is an
open seminar which should be arranged.
It has not been clear who should arrange
the seminars and its content. A comment is that the practicum team has
tried to clarify that the student teachers
get a visit from a university tutor during each course. In addition a practicum course seminar is arranged during
each practicum course by the practicum
team, or staff from organizers of K-12,
in which student teachers, mentors from
school and tutor from the university are
invited. Some schools have given suggestions for the seminars; others have
preferred suggestions from the practicum team. As lecturers from the university often shall give lectures in the
seminars they have to be planned long
in advance as the duty should be in their
work schedule.
The mentioned open seminar should
be arranged by Mälardalens kompetenscenter för lärande and the role of MKL
was perceived as unclear. A comment is
that the assignment for MKL is phrased
as a matter of cooperation, giving advice
and act as a dialogue part in questions
concerning competence development,
school development and research. This
phrasing could be interpreted such as
MKL giving advice, but it is not clear
about what and to whom. A comment is
that the practicum team and MKL clarified the roles and the content of the different seminars during 2015.

Seminars

Follow up concerning student teachers
meeting different socio-economic context

The organization of a seminar during
the practicum course has also been confusing, according to the school leaders.
During practicum a seminar should be

Even though placed at one practice
school, the student teachers should visit
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other schools with a different socio-economic context. One of the organizers of
K-12 had already from the beginning created a unit with two schools with differences in character. The opinion among
the school leaders was that it was not
clear in the partnership agreement who is
responsible for organizing these visits for
the student teachers.
A comment is that the organizers of
K-12 are responsible. The reason is that it
is written in the partnership agreement that
that the organizers have the responsibility
for practicum during the student teachers
teacher program. This also includes that
practicum should include schools with
different prerequisites. When this was
clarified another question aroused. Who
is following up that the visits occur? This
question was not answered during the first
implementation phase. However, there is
a sentence in the directives for applying
for the trial (Universitets- och högskolerådet, 2014a) where it is written that the
University should secure that the student
teachers are given opportunity to carry
out practicum at schools with different
prerequisites. It could be interpreted as
a responsibility for the practicum school
to organize the visit, but a responsibility
for the university to follow up that it is
carried out.
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that choose schools. If schools are not
included it could be because the teachers are not interested or that there are not
enough mentors with mentor education.
Addition negotiations have taken place
since 2014 with organizers and the project leader for practicum has been able to
clarify how many placements are needed.
During the implementation period the
amount of schools has increased.
School development
A continuing question from the school
leaders has been when support to school
development should be carried out, in relation to the trial. A comment is that discussions were carried out among the organizers of K-12 and MKL which resulted in
a possibility for researchers within the department responsible for ITE at the university to apply for development means and
carry out research during one year (2015).
The prerequisite was that the research
should be carried out among the practice
schools and that there research should not
be concentrated to bigger cities. Autumn
2016 additional discussions with K-12,
clarifying themes for research, was carried
out and a similar research application was
launched and additional research projects
could be financed (municipalities finance
part of the research).

Mentors and mentor education

New concepts and abbreviations

As there are fewer schools involved in
the practicum the school leaders were
concerned about whether the amount of
mentors was enough. Sometimes it came
as a surprise that certain schools in the
organization were not included. A comment is that it is the organizers of K-12

During the earlier field school organizations certain concepts and abbreviations
have been used, now some others are introduced. Sometimes it can be hard to follow dialogues and texts when too many
new concepts and abbreviations are used,
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according to the school leaders. A comment is that no abbreviations will be
written in documents from the practicum
team used by mentor teams and student
teachers during practicum. Handbook
for practicum for mentors and Student
teacher handbook for student teachers are
revised and all abbreviations are spelled
out, with one exception. Verksamhetsförlagd utbildning [Practicum] is abbreviated as VFU, but is explained when first
mentioned. It is hard to not use abbreviations as they successively are integrated
in the vocabulary for practicum. Another
issue is that organizers for K-12 can have
partnership agreements with different
universities, which use different concepts
and abbreviations, which make the situation even more complicated.

placed at a unit, but have different mentors. The seminar during practicum was
also clarified. The seminar should be arranged by the university and the student
teachers and mentors should be invited.
Examples of content is learning goals,
didactics and subject didactics.
The findings show that especially during practicum different perspectives of
organizing professional development
plays out. In this context the school leaders do have a part and have the possibility
to position themselves and others.
Discussion
The aim with this study is to present and
discuss school leader’s perceptions about
the implementation of a trial with reorganization of practicum during Initial
Teacher Education. The findings showed
that the implementation was carried out
mostly according to the plan and the
school leaders were also able to point out
challenges. It also became obvious that
some issues from earlier organization
with field schools were still not solved.
By discussing the way actors are positioning themselves and are positioned an
additional understanding of the findings
can be reached.
The implementation of practice
schools in Sweden lasted over several
semesters and several actors were involved. In such a process relationships
are formed and re-formed, in addition actors involved understand this change in
different ways. When the process is discussed and presented by actors they position themselves and others involved. If
the process is presented over time there
can be changes in the positions which in

Partnership agreement
The first partnership agreement was
written spring 2014. When the implementation started some school leaders
perceived that some directives were not
clear. It also became unclear whether all
mentors hade got and read the partnership agreement. A comment is that during late spring semester 2015 one organizer of K-12 wanted a revision of the
partnership agreement, but the question
was not asked in proper time. The question should be asked before a new agreement year occurs. Instead the agreement
lasted until 2016. At that time the University initiated a revision. The major
revisions concerned the concentration
of students. Two different situations
could occur. Two student teachers could
be placed together and have the same
mentor or two student teachers could be
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turn change action and understanding of
the process.
Positioning theory is used by van
Langenhove and Harré (1999) as a way
to supplement the concept of role. They
find the concept role more static and by
using positioning theory it is possible to
social acts can be described and understood. According to Harré and van Langenhove (1999) the way actors position
themselves and others reflect how they
perceive a social order including power
and authority. The perceived social order and perceived attributes to an actor
or actors has an impact on the possibilities for an actor, actors to contribute to
a discussion or an action. Harré and van
Langenhove suggest that there are certain rules in social life which support or
limit discussions or actions. Even during everyday life it is possible to mark
certain episodes by the way the rules
supports or limits. The actors positioning themselves and others in stories during a process, do not always have to be
present, using directives can position as
well. As the positioning occurs in stories,
speaking and acting, and also speaking
about speaking and acting is important
to study. To classify acts of positioning,
there are mainly three dimensions. The
first concerns whether an individual or
collectively position themselves, the
second whether someone is positioning
and thirdly whether the positioning is
symmetrical, such as persons are positioning each other, or asymmetrical one
person is positioned. Any (perceived)
positioning can be accepted (first order)
or disputed (second order). As soon as
a positioning is disputed the story will
change to be an issue about the position-
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ing in itself. In addition, positioning can
be more or less tacit or intentional.
On a national level the school leaders
are positioned in the structure created
by a governmental initiative when a reorganization of practicum was carried
out. Some organizers of K-12 (including
school leaders of course) were excluded
when not engaged in the trial, for those
engaged the of schools and school mentor were reduced; underlining that all
mentors should have mentor training,
there should be a group of student teachers at the practice schools, and dialogue
between the organizers and the University should increase. The school leaders
are not clearly directly positioned within
ITE from the national level, but implicit
by giving directives for staff which the
school leader is responsible for (school
mentors). By this the school leaders are
in a position where they have to manage
a situation created on a national and local level.
On a local level the university and
the organizers of K-12 position themselves as negotiating partners, ending in
a partnership agreement. The partnership
agreement is not possible to follow unless
the school leaders are positioned as active agents. Even though important, some
school leaders are positioned outside the
trial if the organizers of K-12 are not engaged in a partnership agreement. Others
are positioned as ‘becoming’ as soon as
they have enough educated school mentors and can be chosen as a practicum
school. The school leaders in the study
are positioning the national initiative
with a new practicum organization far
from themselves as the practicum organization in earlier evaluations have been
69
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assessed as functioning well (Niklasson,
2016). They are positioning the administrative level at their organization and the
administration at the university as those
in negotiating positions.
The school leaders brought up the issue of excluding some earlier school leaders as they were not managing schools
in the trial. By this the school leaders
changed their position in regard to those
not engaged, at the same time they met
all school leaders in the organization (and
in other organizations) at school leader
meetings where they were expected to
have ‘the same’ position.
As the chosen school leaders were
already engaged in partnership during
practicum the positions in their own K-12
organization can be expected to prevail.
In reality there can be different positions.
One scenario is that the school leader
creates a position where the practicum
is dealt with by the school mentors and
incoming university tutors, especially as
there now should be a mentor team, mentor team leader and a central contact person from the organizers of K-12. Another
scenario is that the school leader makes
a decision to create a position closer to
the practicum organization by applying to
become a central contact person for their
organization or more or less select themselves as contact persons in their own
organization for the mentor team. In the
school leaders group there were examples
of both ways of positioning themselves.
Most of the school leaders talked about
changes that they wanted ‘the university’
to carry out. In reality the changes are carried out, or not, by the practicum team. In
this case the school leaders preferred to
position themselves in relation to an insti-

tution instead of in relation to the practicum team or individuals in the team.
Compared with earlier studies about
school leaders comments regarding
practicum similarities were found. Also
in this study some of the school leaders
are mainly engaged in management and
organizational issues (Smith % Lev-Ari,
2005; Albasheer et al., 2008; Kuter &
Koc, 2009), but even though interested
in receiving students and that the organization of practicum should ‘function’ as
it otherwise disturbs the everyday activities at school. There are also examples of school leaders more engaged in
the practicum (Le Cornu, 2012; Ussher,
2010; Varrati, Levine & Turner, 2009),
such as when they position themselves
for example as leaders in a mentor team
or as central contact persons. The themes
the school leaders brought up as difficult
issues resembles themes from finding
in other studies (Montecinos, Cortez &
Walker, 2015a), such as not enough information about the incoming student teachers and that the student teachers needed
information about the routines and norms
at the actual school. Findings showed that
the question of routines and norms were
actively handled by some school leaders
by meeting the incoming teacher students.
This handling of the situation was also
the case in this study, where the practicum team arranged meetings. In a way
the school leaders positioned themselves
as ´taking care´ or protectors of the unit
and the staff from possible disturbances.
A comparison between earlier studies
of school leaders and ITE also become
a comparison between educational organization of ITE and especially practicum.
Whereas school leaders in some coun70
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tries are only partly directly in contact
with organizers of ITE, school leaders in
Sweden are positioned in a large structure
from national to local level. This is not to
say that school leaders cannot affect and
have a voice, but the national financing of
practicum and the partnership agreement
lasting for several years with incoming
student teachers creates a structure where
positions are and functions are set. There
is an extrinsic expectation (Brisard,
Menter, & Smith, 2006) from outside
agencies that school leaders should be
engaged, but more in a managerial role
than a question of a professional duty or
as a commitment out of intrinsic motivation or altruistic concern.
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ers can be perceived as forthcoming staff,
a recruitment issue, but in a long run, an
inclusive whole staff approach to learning could also affect whether staff will
stay as teaches, a retention issue.
Limitations of the study
The study is a limited to a national context and to the process of implementing
a trial with re-organizing practicum during ITE. There is a selection of school
leaders and their answers are focused on
the organizational issues of the trial. With
a more open question about a school
leader´s role in ITE there is a possibility that the school leaders also had talked
more about their instructional, pedagogic, role. The school leaders showed a long
term engagement and knowledge of the
changes in practicum, which can be an effect of being asked to participate during
a longer time in this study. They got more
and more informed. Even though limited,
it was possible to compare and contrast
the findings with earlier studies, showing
the school leader has a role during the reorganization of practicum during ITE.

Conclusion
By studying the school leaders perception of implementing a new structure in
practicum during ITE it was possible to
highlight their engagement. It was also
possible to show that the school leaders
positioned themselves and others during
this trial. The role of the school leader is
more of a managerial kind, than actually
engage in pedagogical issues. The implications for school leaders and design
of Teacher Education is that the student
teachers can get a limited understanding
of the role of the school leader and not
fully take advantage of the experience
and role of the school leader. An aspiration towards a whole school approach
can include important actors like a school
leader. Any partnership agreement during
practice within ITE mentioning school
leader and their role would contribute to
highlight the contribution school leaders
can make. In a short run student teach-
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The Effectiveness of Education
and Brain-friendly Teaching
Joanna Miecznik-Warda
Janusz Korczak Pedagogical University in Warsaw

If we want to help children,
we have to deal with their brains
– they don’t read with their kidneys after all!

Abstract
The interest area of the Author is the issue of effectiveness in teaching basing on
modern trends in education. Therefore,
the perspectives of didactics based on
the achievements of cognitive science,
including neurodidactics, have been presented. There have been discussed such
notions as the following: Particularly Effective Teaching Practices, visible teaching and learning, formative assessment
or cognitive coaching. The description of
the methods does not represent the complexity of the teaching effectiveness to its
full extend, offering only somewhat of
a sketch and the introduction to its more
profound study.

Deborah Waber

(Dryden & Vos, 2003, p. 222)

Introduction
The issue of effective teaching has become
the area of particular interest and meaningful changes in contemporary elementary education. For many years, there has
been discussed the problem of students
reaching their maximum capabilities during the learning process. This issue has
been dealt with both by the educationalists
rooting from classical pedagogy, based
mostly on philosophy, ethics, and the sci-

Keywords: education, cognitive science,
neurodidactics, neuroscience, formative
assessment, cognitive coaching
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tions or information processes” (Grenn et
al., 1996). Contrary to what may be believed, cognitive science is the area used
in practice. Education achievements of
Finland schools, where used methods are
based on cognitive didactics, neurodidactics, may be used as a model.
The knowledge of human mind mechanisms may influence undertaken actions
within education area, new methods of
teaching, diagnosing dysfunctions and
supporting students special needs. According to Stanisław Juszczyk „(…)
neurodidactics studies the conditions in
which one’s learning may be optimized
to the highest degree. It presumes that
the chosen methods should be adjusted
to the students’ abilities, and mainly determined by biochemical processes in
the brains and higher physical functions.
That is why neurodidactics (as a branch
of a general didactics) cooperates with
various sciences and disciplines, such as:
neurology, neurobiology, neuroanatomy,
neuromorphology, neuropsychology, cognitive psychology or the neural network
theory” (Juszczyk, 2012, pp. 39–57).
Therefore, neurodidactics assumes using
the knowledge concerning brain functioning, adjusting teaching and learning
methods taking into account individual
sensory preferences of a student, their
cognitive styles and the methods of learning. It postulates such methods of organizing didactic process that are in line with
natural predispositions of a human brain.
Moreover, also brain-friendly teaching
and learning deals with using neurodidactics in education and children and teenagers upbringing. As Marzena Żylińska
claims, ‘the lack of effects and students
reluctance to the school is caused by us-

entists studying modern education trends.
Recent years have brought plenty of studies concerning human brain functioning.
The knowledge scientists gained has become the development basis of a variety
of scientific branches, pedagogy included.
Despite many skeptical opinions discussing the influence of brain functioning on
learning effects, it seems contemporary
didactics cannot ignore most recent developments of neuroscience.
The problem discussed in the hereby
article may constitute certain type of
a road sign for educational leadership.
It is important, though, for it to be conscious of inevitable and quick changes
within education field.
Neurodidactics core issue
One of the core issues of this field is neurodidactics, the science known in Poland
since 1980s, functioning also under the
names of „brain friendly learning” and
„brain compatible learning”. It relates
in its assumptions to the cognitive research concerning brain functioning, especially brain information processing. It
seems worth specifying the range of the
abovementioned scientific area as a “(…)
interdisciplinary, scientific brain study.
Practice and knowledge of this science
are the derivatives of the following disciplines successes that have contributed
to its creation: computer science, linguistics, neuroscience, psychology, cognitive
neuropsychology and philosophy. Its goal
is to understand how the mind works in
categories of manipulation processes using symbols (representations). The mind,
thus the basics of intelligent behavior in
the world, is seen in terms of computa76
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ing bad, as not taking into consideration
brain capabilities of a standard human,
teaching methods. If during classes students do not pay attention, one needs to
change teaching methods, books or materials, in other words, schools should
introduce
brain-friendly
teaching’
(Żylińska, 2012). She highlights the importance of connecting cognitive knowledge with emotions. Basing on positive
emotions, work with friendly atmosphere
foster activation and creative processes.
The brain working in stressful situation
absorbs only the information neccessary
to survive. Blood goes then from this area
of the brain that is responsible for higher
order thinking processes to the brainstem
(Rose & Taraszkiewicz, 2010, p. 43).
The role of admiration in learning
process was described by German neurobiologist Gerald Hüther (after Stern,
2016, p. 14). He claims that when feeling positive emotions in the brain neuroplastic semi chemical substances are
released, which cause the lined groups
of neurons to produce proteins used to
create new protrusions, new connections, their consolidation and stabilization. This process that take place in the
brain is initiated when there appears the
need to solve the problem or face the
challenge. That is why succeeding absolutely influences the emotion condition,
especially admiration. Little children
learn very quickly. However, they reach
the level of maximum admiration twenty
to fifty times a day. What to do then in
order to maintain such state? First of all,
one needs to organize teaching process
well, so it emanates optimism, joy, fascination and profound feelings. A teacher
that initiates interesting and intriguing
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meeting with teaching, initiates in their
students’ brains a noticeable number of
neurotransmitters, so needed to understand the information.
As Joachim Bauer highlights, a teacher teaches with their whole selves. The
way they behave, speak, organize learning influences teaching effectiveness.
The basis to reach set targets in teaching
are the relations in class (Bauer, after:
Żylińska, 2015).
About Particularly Effective Teaching
Practices
Teaching effectiveness has become the
topic of great interest in contemporary
didactics. Particularly Effective Teaching Practices were described by professor Tom Corcoran from Teachers College
Columbia University in New York; he determined the following:
1. Planning classes and educational
tasks.
2. Creating tasks with appropriate
cognitive requirements.
3. Students interaction and cooperation, work in groups and in pairs.
4. Formative assessment understood
as monitoring students’ achievements and providing them with
feedback and appropriate way of
asking questions.
5. Encouraging student – oriented
discussion.
6. Recommending students to note
their opinions frequently.
7. Regular referring to the students’
opinions and regular summaries
(metacognition).
8. Advanced projects, in which the
issues are of practical use and
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well-integrated (Corcoran, 2014,
after: Sterna, 2014).
The basis of effective teaching is the
appropriate preparing the classes, with
throught-over goals known to students,
with content related to the knowledge
students already have (cognitivism), logically set educational tasks directly related
with the goals, planned time and didactic
methods adjusted to students individual
needs and formative and concluding assessment.
Tom Corcoran itemized four levels of
requirements when creating tasks for the
students. They were created according to
Bloom taxonomy:
Level 1: Remembering facts, definitions, applying repetitive sequences of
actions;
Level 2: Using the skills and issues;
Level 3: Strategic thinking, reasoning,
planning, using evidence;
Level 4: Extensive inference, complex
reasoning, projecting, analyzing;
During the classes, the issues from
levels 2 and 3 should dominate.
He points to group work as a form increasing students motivation and engagement and to using formative assessment
in didactics as generating and offering
feedback. He highlights the fact that joining the information and the grade does not
offer positive effects according to the research. In such situation the student does
not focus on commentary and suggestions
concerning further work, but on the grade
itself. Information without grade forces
the recipient to read it and to correct oneself following the suggestions.
In schools too little time it devoted to
discussion. It is worth noting that the most
valuable discussion is not in the student –

teacher relation, but in student – student
mode. Appropriate discussion culture,
exchanging the opinions, expressing arguments and thesis will constitute the
field for greater student engagement and
receiving feedback. Not only should the
schools teach the ability to answer questions, but mostly the ability to ask questions, thus shaping creative attitude.
Writing has become an important
point in the hierarchy of effective teaching methods. According to the research,
making notes is the best way to practise
thinking. Well-established slogan used by
the enthusiasts of modern teaching methods is Learn through acting! Furthermore,
teaching without functioning methods
based on practice is worthless. Making
notes allows to order and arrange the
knowledge and to memorize it, and offers
the teacher the feedback and allows to
perform potential correction. Mindmapping, that is creating the map of associations, seems particularly worth attention.
This is the method created by T. Buzan.
It allows to note a lot of information
on a single sheet of paper. The maps of
memory or associations present the information in such a way as it is perceived,
that is it travels in many directions (Rose
& Nicholl, 2003, pp. 105–110).
The brain concentrates information in
tree-like dendrites, using forms and associations (Dryden & Vos, 2003, pp. 163–167).
Metacognition is also perceived as
Particularly Effective Teaching Practice;
it is understood as thinking about thinking
(PWN, 1992). Those are any means and
information a student gains about their
method of learning and granting knowledge. They are crucial in the self-learning
process. During classes, a student ana78
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lyzes the line of their thinking, monitors
reading comprehension, compares, analyzes, draws conclusions or sums up.
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ment, which, contrary to the appearances,
does not refer only to the assessment process, but to certain style, method of learning and effective teaching. It is determined
as „active and purposeful teaching process in which a teacher cooperates with
a student, constantly and systematically
collecting evidence on ongoing learning
process in order to improve student’s results” (Moss & Brookhart, 2009, p. 6).
The most important settings of formative
assessment refer to the strategy of teacher’s actions. Specific tasks are determined
there (Sterna, 2014, p. 18):

Visible teaching and learning
Clearly set goals have become the driving force in so called visible teaching
and learning, created by John Hattie.
He claims that ‘...learning constitutes
clearly set, open goal, being the appropriate challenge, when both a teacher
and a student (in their own way) try to
determine whether and how such ambitious goal has been reached. Visible
teaching and learning also takes place
when one consciously takes the measures providing full accomplishment of the
goal, when one seeks feedback and how
it is delivered and when during teaching
the participants (teacher, student, peers)
are active, engaged and full of enthusiasm’ (Hattie, 2015, p. 40). The author of
long-lasting meta-studies claims that the
teachers’ impact on students is the greater
the more they engage in teaching process
– learn themselves. It is extremally important how they perceive their own role
in teaching process. Students point to the
most important features needed in learning, such as self-learning, self-control,
or self-esteem when they become their
won teachers. It is no coincidence that in
Japanese schools, which are somewhat of
students self-control laboratory, for first
three years students are not given grades,
but focus on teaching cooperation, respecting other people, and mostly, students are taught methods of efficient and
effective learning.
Basing on visible teaching and learning
there has been created formative assess-

Strategy I: Determining and explaining to the students the goals of learning
and the success criteria.
A teacher presents and explains students what the lesson goals are and even
create new, clear ones with them, understandable for everyone. Preparing goals
for the classes is nothing new, but informing students clearly what plans a teacher
has about their gaining some knowledge
is not known to everyone. At the end of
the classes there takes place common discussing the realization of the goals.
Strategy II: Organizing discussion
in class, asking questions and tasks that
provide the information whether and how
students are learning.
Students receive clear information
what assessment criteria are (what to pay
attention to, NaCoBeZU), therefore they
are aware what they should know when
the classes have finished and how they
can reach their goals. A teacher discusses
the progress with students, notes whether
a student needs more time to comprehend
the problem. When assessing, they take
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into consideration criteria created together with the students. Their transparency,
openness and clear rules motivate students
to learn.

According to neurobiologists, human
brain is made to learn, but requires appropriate environment. Therefore, one acquires
knowledge best when they do so by their
own free will. Showing student how they
can learn in the way best for them is the priority of modern approach to teaching.
A teacher may also offer students co
called cognitive coaching. According to
Wojciech Turewicz, ‘coaching is the process happening between a coach and their
client, during which the client grants new
capabilities, and coach receives feedback
from the client concerning their satisfaction with the coach work effect’ (Turewicz, 2015). What is important is the fact
of feedback, as in the case of formative
assessment. A student receives clear information what they already know, what
should be corrected and how are they
to learn further. Coaching has become
a very effective method in teaching, offering immense satisfaction and the feeling of safety both to the student and to the
coach. What seems crucial is the change
of approach of a teacher/coach towards
their student/client – from “I want to
show you how smart I am”, to „I want to
show you how smart you are”. Emphatic
approach of a teacher towards a student,
asking: “What can I do for you?” makes
coachee open (Dorożała). Development
work itself is based on Kolb learning cycle: specific experiment, observing experiments and reflecting on them, creating abstract issues and generalization and
testing implications (Grzymkowska).

Strategy III: Providing students with
feedback which enable visible progress.
Feedback plays an important role in
formative assessment. The grade a student receives as a conclusion of their
work does not offer full information concerning the acquisition of the material
or the methods to overcome the lacks.
With feedback in formative assessment,
a teacher shows a student what they did
well (praise boosts motivation!), what
they should correct, in what way and in
which direction they should develop.
Strategy IV: Enabling students to use
each other as education tools.
As Danuta Sterna writes „Teaching
process is the social process. One learns
best with other people.” (Sterna, 2014,
p. 76). This strategy refers to abovementioned settings of the Particularly Effective
Teaching Practices which deal with interaction and cooperation of the students,
work in pairs and in groups. Manfred
Spitzer highlights the fact that group work
makes learning being treated as a pleasant
activity. This in turn causes the release of
dopamine, the neurotransmitter believed
to take part in motivation and emotional
processes (Herrmann, 2010, p. 161).
It therefore important, when bearing in
mind teaching effectiveness, to introduce
group work as often as possible.

Conclusions

Strategy V: Supporting students so
they become responsible authors of their
learning process.

According to Manfred Spitzer, a student’s brain is a teacher’s workplace. That
80
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is why neuroscience area should not be
unknown to teachers. Using the achievements of this relatively new scientific
area may lead to teaching process optimization and therefore, to teaching effectiveness increase. That is why research
concerning brain functioning should be
closely related to didactics. Systematic
and conscientious study on neuron network during learning process contribute
to creating the cognitive theory of learning (Tadeusiewicz, 1998, pp. 147–168).
Implementing most modern achievements of studies on brain functioning and
main neurodidactic theories into didactics
should become a priority for contemporary educationalists. One of those is the
theory of manifold intelligence, allowing
to acquire new information faster and to
shape new skills when knowing certain
intelligence profile of a student together
with their modality. Another is the theory of emotional intelligence, making the
image of how student’s emotions influence their learning process. Further one
concerns polisensoric teaching, that is
teaching with the use of many acquisition
channels, so called sensoric modality.
Neurodidactics may create a new dimension of pedagogy. Nonetheless, what
is required is the teachers knowledge
and competence. As a therapist and active pedagogue I know that the appropriate diagnosis and adequate forms of
support such as modern work methods
both during school classes and during
extra activities allow to compensate the
lacks and develop skills and as a result,
become successful in learning. This is
the arena for educational leadership,
which may create appropriate conditions
in a school, contributing to increasing
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teachers knowledge and awareness. New
didactics rends, newest neuroscience developments are the topics that ought to be
discussed in schools.
Discourse concerning this subject
should lead to constructive actions of the
school authorities, teachers bearing in
mind their students best interest and comprehensive development.
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Abstract

of the LCTELs programs was divided
into three phases. Each phase reflected
different social contexts and employed
various change approaches. It also found
the limitations in the present curriculum,
which demand further improvement and
suggest new LCTELs programs to give
special consideration on these aspects.

Less Commonly Taught European Languages (LCTELs) as foreign language
teaching in China can be dated back to
the 1950s. The curriculum has been
continuously developed based on environment and needs analyses conducted
through the years. Many of the changes
have been required due to changes in social context (domestic and international).
This paper examines the curriculum development from a social contextual perspective. It provides a brief history on
the development, with a focus on the
changes throughout the years. The study
was conducted through literature reviews
and semi-structured interviews. A total
of 51 participants from the educational
sphere, including teachers and administrative staff, contributed to the study.
Based on the teaching archives and staff
consensus, the curriculum development

Keywords: LCTELs, curriculum, development, social context
Introduction
The Less Commonly Taught European
Languages (LCTELs) Programs in China
Less Commonly Taught Languages
(LCTLs) is a designation firstly used in the
United States, referring to the languages
other than the commonly taught foreign
languages in the public educational system. The definition offered by the Center
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for Advanced Research in Language Acquisition in the University of Minnesota
states, “Less Commonly Taught Languages include all the world’s languages except
English, French, German and Spanish”
(Para. 1, October, 2017).
Because of geographical and social
differences, LCTLs in Chinese context
has a different referent. The teaching of
LCTLs in China takes place mainly at the
tertiary education level. With the increase
in the number of LCTLs in China through
the years, the concept was adopted to feasibly organize and administrate foreign
language teaching. In Chinese context,
LCTLs includes all the world’s languages except English, Russian, German,
French, Spanish, Japanese, and Arabic.
Less Commonly Taught European
Languages (LCTELs) is subclassified as
a branch of LCTLs from a geographical aspect. LCTELs as foreign language
teaching in China can be dated back to
the 1950s with the start of the Polish
Language Program and Czech Language
Program at Peking University. In 1956,
the Beijing Foreign Languages Institute (nowadays, Beijing Foreign Studies
University, BFSU) started a Romanian
Language Program, and integrated the
Polish and Czech Programs from Peking
University into one faculty. Presently 27
LCTELs are taught in Chinese tertiary
educational system; including 26 modern
languages (Albanian, Bulgarian, Catalan,
Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Estonian, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian, Icelandic, Irish, Italian, Latvian, Lithuanian,
Maltese, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese,
Romanian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian,
Swedish and Ukrainian) and 1 ancient
language, Latin. As the Latin language

in modern society is seldom utilized in
direct communication, it will not be included in this discourse hereinafter.
BFSU is the main university engaged
in the LCTELs programs and offers
the widest range of language studies in
China. BFSU LCTELs currently is comprised of 20 bachelor programs, 12 master programs, and 4 doctorate programs
in this area; as well as, 6 of LCTELs
languages are offered as elective courses
for non-LCTELs students. The curriculum of the BFSU programs is the base
of this paper, with the focus primarily at
the bachelor level.
Language Curriculum in Social Context
and Change Introduction
The definition of curriculum (Kerr, 1968;
Wood & David, 1978; Marsh, 1997;
Kelly, 2004) is not generally agreed
upon among educational theorists and researchers. For the purposes of this paper,
we define the concept as the total learning
experience which is planned and guided
by the language program, whether it is
carried out in groups or individually, inside or outside the classroom.
Language curriculum development
has been an area of heated debate through
the years, and is fruitful with many theories and models (Hutchinson & Waters,
1987; Murdoch, 1989; Graves, 2000;
Richards, 2001; Nation & Macalister,
2010). Even with the existing differences,
the social context and needs analysis are
the foci. It shows that curriculum is not
isolated to the classroom environment,
but is shaped by multiple social contexts
in which it is situated. Social context
evolves constantly, therefore curriculum
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must also evolve. Here is a list of possible social contextual changes that cause
curriculum development.
• New teaching approach and techniques introduced by the latest research;
• Educational reforms initiated by
new theory or practice in different
levels;
• New requirements in a labor market created by new social economical situations;
• New teaching equipment and
methodologies introduced by the
development of information and
technology;
• Standard-based assessments organized by related institutes, etc.
Changes can be made by different approaches. Kennedy’s study (as cited in Nation & Macalister, 2010) describes three
main approaches: (1) power-coercive,
which is a top-down approach achieved
through authority; (2) rational-empirical,
which is a top to down negotiation approach achieved through explanation and
justification; (3) normative- re-educative,
which is a bottom-up approach achieved
through discussion and involvement.
Each approach is suited to certain circumstances. Throughout the curriculum
development of the LCTELs programs
in China, various change approaches are
employed in different phases, which is to
be shown in the following part.
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LCTELs programs in China, examined
the changes that have been implemented
in the curriculum related to the social
contextual perspective and answered the
following questions:
1. How the LCTELs curriculum in
China has changed and emerged
over the past 60 years?
2. What are the limitations of the present curriculum?
3. For new LCTELs programs, such
as the Latvian Language and Latvia Studies Program (hereinafter,
the Latvian Program, which was
initiated in 2010), how to improve
the process of curriculum design
and development? Thus, making
the process for efficient, productive, and effective.
The research was conducted through
literature reviews and semi-structured
interviews. The participants to the interviews are teaching and administrative staff
at Faculty of European Languages and
Cultures, which is the main faculty teaching LCTELs at BFSU. The total number
of staff is 78, among which 56 are Chinese
local teachers and 22 are expatriate teachers. Since the expatriate teachers’ service
term is rather short, usually no longer
than 5 years, and they have little knowledge about the overall development of the
LCTELs programs in China, they are excluded from the interviews. 51 of 56 Chinese local teachers were involved in the
voluntary interviews. 50 participants are
LCTELs teachers, among which 3 are senior managers at faculty level, and 20 are
program administrators; 1 participant is
a full-time administrator in charge of general affairs. The interviews and discussion
occurred in July and August of 2017.

Research questions and methods
Nation and Macalister (2010) express
that curriculum design usually involves
changes (p. 172). This paper presented
the curriculum development phases of the
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students studying in the target language
countries. 11 LCTELs programs were
initiated: Polish (1954), Czech (1954),
Romanian (1956), Italian (1959), Portuguese (1960), Albanian (1961), Bulgarian (1961), Hungarian (1961), Swedish
(1961), Serbian-Croatian (1963) and
Greek (1972). Most of these languages
were chosen based on the fact that the
countries had established diplomatic relationship with New China. In most cases, the students were educated for specific posts, which means they were firstly
selected by employers and then sent into
the target programs. Thus, the LCTELs
curriculum had very specific goals, and
all the courses served them. The core
courses in the curriculum focused on the
five language skills: reading, listening,
speaking, writing, and translating. The
target language country’s history, culture, and literature were merged into the
core courses to enhance the skills of the
translators and/or interpreters. The main
teaching methods utilized during this
phase were translation and audio-lingual
with an emphasis on drilling.
In the year 1978, China initiated a policy, “Reform and Opening-Up”. Consequently, the economy started to shift from
a planned economy to a market economy.
Due to the market drive, a change in individual’s values, complicated social situations, and the popularization of English
learning, LCTELs did not achieve their
full potential. On the other hand, due to
social inertia, the system for employing
tertiary educational students remained
the same. The LCTELs programs continued to educate the students for designated
positions and the curriculum remained almost unchanged.

Results and Discussion
Based on the information provided by
the teaching archives and the consensus reached during the interviews, we
divided the curriculum development of
the LCTELs programs into three phases.
The curriculum of each phase emerged
different teaching goals, subject matter
and change approaches, which are determined by social context and needs analysis. Throughout the years, the curriculum
has been in constant improvement; however, the limitations in the present curriculum are still obvious. More details will
be discussed below.
The Three Phases of Curriculum Development in the LCTELs Programs in China
The 1st phase: The 1950s to the beginning
of the 1990s.
Throughout history, China has always attached importance to learning
the languages of other nations to assist in the understanding of different
cultures and societies. However, the
modern LCTELs programs in tertiary
education started after the founding of
New China. In 1950, 25 students were
sent to Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania, Hungary, and Bulgaria to specialize
in language and history studies. These
25 students later became the first local
teachers of the corresponding language
programs (Ding, 2016).
During this phase, China needed
qualified translators and interpreters to
develop relationships with foreign partners. Chinese government attached importance to LCTLs programs, and explored educational cooperation to send
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The 2nd phase: The middle of the 1990s to
the beginning of the 2000s.
Throughout this phase, the impact of
the “Reform and Opening-Up” policy
gradually appeared in tertiary education
resulting in three new trends. Firstly, the
introduction of competition and enterprise
reformation led to free and bidirectional
choice between employers and employees. Secondly, enrollment expansion in
tertiary education increased competition
among graduates. Thirdly, tertiary educational reform called for changes to improve the quality of education and to adapt
to social development. Besides, English
was used more and more widely in international communication and it undoubtedly impact the teaching of LCTELs.
Exceptional language skills were still
required, English learning became compulsory for each program, and at this time
the competitiveness of the individual student and the programs also became important to fulfill the needs of the growing
labor market. The curriculum goals and
contents also changed correspondingly. It
was reflected in two innovative aspects:
(1) General knowledge of a specific discipline was introduced into the language
courses. One example of this was the
need for Swedish speaking tour guides
who could not only function as guides
to the growing number of Swedish tourists, but also to act as a represented of the
Chinese people and culture. The teachers merged the knowledge of tourism,
etiquette, Chinese culture and intercultural communication into the Swedish
language courses. These changes were
accomplished mainly through a normative-re-educative approach by teachers’
autonomous activities, thus were seldom
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recorded in official archives. (2) Course
content was not restricted to the use of
the target language as the instructional
language. The General Elective Course
Module was introduced to the LCTELs
programs, covering the subjects of culture, history, philosophy, business and
Chinese language etc. This change was
done through a power-coercive approach,
and the courses in this module were administrated at a university level.
The 3rd phase: The middle of the 2000s
till present day.
In the 21st century with information
and technology advancing exponentially and globalization growing wider, the
world has changed fundamentally which
leads to unprecedented challenges in education today. For the LCTELs programs,
three new dynamic factors compel the
curriculum to develop. (1) Modern language curriculum theories and practices
are continuously being introduced; especially competency-based curriculum.
Due to change resistance, the process of
utilizing competency-based curriculum
is still being updated. (2) Standard-based
assessments are regularly conducted at
different levels to monitor the teaching
process and quality. (3) The increased
accessibility of foreign teachers and foreign materials, along with the increased
opportunities for students to study in the
country of their target language requires
curriculum updates.
In 2007, based on the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, a team of the LCTELs professors
from BFSU compiled the General Curriculum for Teaching in LCTELs Bachelor
Programs. The same year, the LCTELs
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bachelor programs were standardized
with official curriculum, which has been
in modification every four or five years
since then, resulting from classroom and
social feedback.
BFSU incorporated six new language
programs, Estonian, Irish, Latvian, Lithuanian, Maltese and Slovenian in 2009,
therefore all of the European Union (EU)
official languages are now being taught
in China. It also made the sub-discipline
European Languages and Literatures
more integrated. Since 2013, to support
the deeper cooperation within the Belt
and Road Initiative, the Ministry of Education in China offers priority and funds
to develop the LCTLs programs teaching
and study.
The latest change to the curriculum
was done in 2016. To meet new social
needs and the needs of learner, a Discipline Directional Module was introduced
with the target language as the instructional language. During a four-year bachelor study program, besides mastering
the target language, the students must
specialize in the general knowledge area
of at least one other discipline in the social science and/or the humanity science
sphere; such as literature, business or law.
This ensures the student is prepared for
further study or specialized work in a certain field.
In this phase, standard-based assessments, both at the national level and the
university level, are important steps and
thus require the power-coercive approach
to introduce change. However, the LCTELs programs are relatively “small”,
and the teachers are at the same time
program managers. Without the support
of teachers, the change would be impos-

sible. Therefore, the rational-empirical
approach is also necessary.
The Limitations in the Present Curriculum
Compared with commonly taught languages, the demand for learning LCTELs
is relatively small. Therefore, the number of teachers and administrators is not
large, but the student-to-teacher ratio is
more reasonable. Each staff is the frontline practitioner and researcher of the target language studies. They are in direct
contact with either the subject matter or
the learners. During the curriculum design and development, they enjoy more
autonomy than other language programs.
These factors enable the curriculum to be
update quickly to fit the social contextual
change and to ensure the students are educated in accordance to their key needs.
On the other hand, the limitations in
the present curriculum cannot be ignored,
and require continuous discussions and
improvements in new practices.
Language curriculum theories are
mainly founded on the practice of commonly taught languages, especially
English. The LCTELs instruction is far
behind; moreover, different languages
in the same framework and language
schooling in different contexts have different features. Although, the curriculum
standardization provides better administration and assessment tools for the language programs, it inevitably dismisses
some differences, due to being grounded
on the common theory. This factor should
be understood, not only by the in-service
teachers and administrators but also by
the experts of the related disciplines involved in policymaking and assessment.
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Currently, most of the LCTELs programs face a shortage of qualified teachers and teaching materials. A qualified
LCTELs teacher is not only a skilled user
of the target language, but also a designer
of curriculum and program, a developer
of teaching materials, and a researcher in
at least one related area. Of the 51 teaching and administrative staff from BFSU
that were interviewed, 70.73% believe
the biggest challenge of implementing the present curriculum is the lack of
qualified teachers; 60.98% considered
the teaching materials to be lacking and
therefore requires teachers to undertake
the heavy task of preparing extra curriculum. Especially in some new programs,
one or two local teachers plus one expatriate teacher must complete at least three
academic years of different courses. Even
though new technologies promote staff
mobility and introduces distance-teaching system, which does reduce the pressure to some extent, instability prevents it
from becoming a systematic solution. So
far, the main way to train new teachers in
the LCTELs programs is the traditional
master-apprentice model. Although it is
effective, it is not the most efficient way
in this fast changing environment.
The present curriculum offers students the opportunity to study for one
academic year in their target language
country to immerse themselves in the
real linguistic and cultural experience.
Nevertheless, the inconsistency between
Chinese and European curriculum also
causes limitation. Most of European curriculum involving LCTELs stresses discipline knowledge and academic research
all through the program and mastery of
the language in a high level is not al-
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ways compulsory. By contrast, Chinese
curriculum requires students to first become proficient at the linguistic fundamental and then use the target language
to acquire discipline knowledge and do
research. Therefore, a dilemma appears.
If the exchange students enter the international students group, the academic
hours for language learning might not be
enough. At the same time, if they enter
the local students group, their lower language level might make them fall behind.
Facing this dilemma, BFSU and partner
universities are actively discussing this
issue and searching for solutions. One of
them is the joint program to improve the
integration of Chinese and European networks in the LCTELs sphere.
Implications of the study
This study firstly discussed the curriculum development history of the LCTELs
programs in China and divided the 60
years into three phases. It offered general information in each phase, including social context, teaching goals, subject
matter and change approaches, to give
an overview of the LCTELs programs
development in China to novice teachers and administrators, especially to the
ones who are preparing to manage new
programs.
Secondly, it pointed out the limitations in the present curriculum, among
which the key ones are: a) At the initial
and evaluation phases of the curriculum
development, no enough attention is
paid to the characteristics of the LCTELs
programs due to the leading role of the
commonly taught languages programs,
especially EFL program; b) The shortage
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of qualified teachers makes it difficult to
fulfill the new module and creative ideas;
c) In some programs, the incompatibility
between curriculum in China and in the
target language country makes the exchange study hard to reach the expectation. These limitations require curriculum
designers, program managers and teachers to pay special attention to future curriculum improvement. It also provides
references to new programs to pre-consider and to avoid the same problems in
the curriculum design process.

curriculum, in order to make the process
of curriculum design and development
more efficient, productive and effective.
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